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FOREWORD

The Guyana National Curriculum was crafted for learners from Nursery to Secondary (Grade 9). At the Primary
and Secondary levels, they address the four core subjects: Math, English Language Arts, Social Studies
and Science. They hold at their core, the vision of an educated Guyanese person who has the knowledge,
skills, and values to live a productive life and reach their full potential. This will see them actively participate
emphatically towards social cohesion and sustainable national, regional, and global transformation.
Through the developmentally paced unfolding of these curricula, our citizens, from 3 years to 15 years and
beyond, will: learn to live, communicate and collaborate effectively and respectfully with others; become
functionally and academically literate and numerate; and show respect for Guyanese heritage, languages,
and cultural diversity. Our learners will also come to enjoy physical and socio-emotional well- being; become
technologically empowered; and navigate the world as a curious, innovative, creative, and ethical individuals
who use critical thinking to make decisions and solve problems for themselves, community, and ultimately the
nation.
These curricula, while firmly rooted in our uniquely Guyanese context, are enshrined in developmentally
appropriate and internationally recognized best-practices in education. They are learner-centred,
and encourage and empower children to become agents and collaborators in their own learning. The
implementation of these curricula, will call forth teachers to experience fundamental paradigm shifts in their
thinking as well as their delivery of the curricula. They will require efficacious teachers who are action-oriented,
avid readers and researchers, and keen observers of their learners. They will also necessitate teachers who
are embracers of technology, and persons who joyfully relish in harnessing and unleashing learners’ natural
instincts to question everything with a view towards true understanding. Educators and learners, together, will
construct their understanding of the world via a blend of prior personal knowledge and reflective, active and
engaging classroom experiences.
The Government of Guyana, through the Ministry of Education’s 2030 Vision for the sector to provide
opportunities for quality, equitable education and lifelong learning for all, sees the renewed Guyana
National Curriculum as the fortified foundation to ensuring the realization of this vision. It is my abiding hope
that our children, their parents and primary caregivers, teachers, teacher educators, and education managers,
will work together to harness the full potential of these curricula to change lives, and ultimately generations,
for the better through a robust and sound education.
I sincerely thank and praise the efforts of the committed Guyanese educators from across this beautiful
country who diligently worked together to produce these curricula. You have indeed done an excellent service
to our nation.

Priya Manickchand
Minister of Education
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GRADE ONE GUYANA LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM
INTRODUCTION
A good quality curriculum will encourage teachers to get to know their learners individually and ensure that their teaching
styles and classroom behaviours are directed towards achieving the best learning outcomes for each of them. UNESCO, 2016
Language Arts Learning in Guyana
The Guyana Language Arts Curriculum sees Language Arts as a time of active learning. Learners use their background knowledge, teachers’ prompts
or explicit lessons to actively, meaningfully and strategically listen, speak, read, view, write and represent. What is learned class should be applied to
the conversations, texts, and visual presentations in all subject areas.
Language Arts is comprised of three strands:
• Listening and Speaking
• Reading and Viewing
• Writing and Representing
Each strand provides many opportunities for learners to engage with paper based and digital text in a wide range of ways.
Listening and Speaking
Reading and Viewing
Writing and Representing
Learners have opportunities during the Language Arts Learners have opportunities throughout the day to:
Learners have opportunities throughout the day to:
 browse through a wide range of genres of paper write independently on topics of interest
Block and throughout the day to:
 ask questions and engage in conversations
 listen to a story, song, music or information
shared by a teacher, community member,
parent, principal or older learner
 develop and appreciate the use of Home
Language and Standard English that matches
their context
 develop listening comprehension strategies
 develop oral grammar
 develop phonological and phonemic awareness
 develop oral vocabulary and oral presentation
skills

based books, magazines, digital texts, etc.
 interact with texts as a member of a whole group
or small group lesson
 participate in reading lessons about reading and
viewing strategies (comprehension, vocabulary,
phonics, genre study, grammar, written
vocabulary, text organization, author’s craft)
 practice lessons as they read texts levelled to their
stage of reading
 share reading with peers

 develop understanding of the purpose and
structure of various genres
 compare and contrast the craft of various
authors
 participate in lessons about writing strategies
(developing ideas, organizing writing,
vocabulary choice, sentence use and
grammar, spelling, word work, punctuation,
formatting and printing
 apply to write lessons to demonstrate
understanding of writing strategies
 share writing with peers, parents, etc.
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How is the Guyana Language Arts Curriculum organised?
The Guyanese Language Arts Curriculum is based on the tenets of the Guyana Curriculum Framework https://bit.ly/36dQFuq which describes the
importance of learning experiences that reflect the Guyana Principles of Learning, Principles of Inclusivity, and the Principles of Assessment..
The Language Arts curriculum begins with a statement of the Purpose of Language Arts, which is:
Language is the foundation of communication and the primary instrument of thought. The study of Language Arts provides access to multiple and inter-related oral, aural,
written, and visual ways of representing, exploring, problem solving, communicating and sharing meaning. Through listening, speaking, writing, reading, viewing and representing
a wide range of text and text form, the learner develops an awareness of culture, personal identity, and the strategies needed to reflect critically on thought and action.
The Purpose statement is followed by the Grade Level Guidelines (GLGs) for Language Arts, which provides an overview of the expectations for
each strand of Language Arts learning for each grade. The Grade Level Guidelines for Grade one are:
Grade 1 Guidelines for Speaking and Listening: Learners become more aware of active listening strategies. They demonstrate understanding by
retelling an oral story or restating information in Home Language(s) and/or Standard English. With some support, they identify overt and implied
messages. They set goals for their listening as they learn how to listen respectfully to what other people are saying as they become aware of the how to
respond and share with clarity. They further develop their awareness of the meaning of environmental sounds and phonological patterns. They work
in small groups, as a class and join in discussions.
Grade 1 Guidelines for Reading and Viewing: Learners read a range of print, digital and visual texts within the range of the Emergent and
beginning Early Stage with fluency, accuracy, and understanding. Learners’ interest and pleasure in reading is developed as they learn to read a
variety of Emergent to Early Stage genres and text forms as they engage with and browse increasingly varied text. They continue to develop their use
of a variety of comprehension, word work and language. They use strategies to work out the meaning of straightforward Emergent to Early Stage
texts, words, sentences and text features. They respond to new vocabulary in text as an opportunity to learn. They become more aware of how to use
fluency to assist comprehension. They are learning how to search beyond the literal level with critical thought.
Grade 1 Level Guidelines for Writing and Representing: Learners use a combination of home language(s) and English to share their ideas in
writing. Learners work individually and in small groups to identify a topic and an audience, then use a variety of resources and strategies to develop
ideas. They participate in the plan, draft, revise, edit and share cycle of Writers’ Workshop. While approximations of spelling are still evident, they
spell more high frequency words correctly and further develop their use of sound symbol strategies, word structures and word meanings to spell
unfamiliar words. They experiment with writing simple sentences in a variety of genres and formats. They continue to develop a legible and efficient
style of printing.
2
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The Essential Learning Outcomes (ELOs) follow the GLGs. The ELOs include three statements for each strand that describe the expectations
for a successful secondary graduation in the three strands of Language Arts; as such, the ELOs remain the same year after year. The ELOs for all
grades of Language Arts are:
ELOs for Speaking and Listening
ELO 1: Learners will listen and use spoken language(s) to understand, reflect and respond with thought in a variety of situations for a variety of
purposes.
In ELO 1, learners participate in large and small group discussion to develop listening skills, listening comprehension, encouraging student voice and confidence.
ELO 2: Learners will speak and listen to different audiences, demonstrating sensitivity and respect, considering audience, purpose, and situation and
respond with personal and critical awareness.
In ELO 2, learners develop empathy, respect and critical thought about various situations and social issues.
ELO 3: Learners will demonstrate understanding of how the cultural background and structure of oral and aural language(s) are used to communicate
effectively in a variety of settings and situations.
In ELO 3, learners listen to and share stories of Guyana and the world as they learn new vocabulary and different ways to express ideas.
ELOs for Reading and Viewing
ELO 4: Learners will demonstrate a variety of ways to select and engage critically with a range of culturally diverse print, visual and digital texts for a
variety of purposes.
In ELO 4, learners participate in Independent Reading Time to select books and digital media to read for pleasure, to practice what they learned about reading and to share
what they have read.
ELO 5: Learners will construct meaning from a variety of texts using background knowledge, vocabulary, comprehension strategies and phonics
cues.
In ELO 5, learners participate in opportunities to explore comprehension strategies, vocabulary and phonics and word study.
ELO 6: Learners will develop their understanding of how an author’s language, genre, text form, text features and style influence the meaning of the
text and define the author’s craft.
In ELO 6, learners learn about how authors use fiction, nonfiction and poetry to share ideas and engage the reader.
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ELOs for Writing and Representing:
ELO 7: Learners will generate, gather and organize thoughts to explore, clarify, and reflect on thoughts, feelings, and experiences as they
write/represent, independently and collaboratively, for a range of audiences and purposes.
In ELO 7, learners learn how to gather ideas to write about, share their ideas and organize the ideas to prepare for writing.
ELO 8: Learners will draft and revise their writing/representing, collaboratively and independently for a variety of purposes and audiences.
In ELO 8, learners learn how to write a draft and use their knowledge of writing as well as input from their peers and the teacher to revise their writing.
ELO 9: Learners will use their knowledge of spoken language, written language and writing conventions to refine precision and enhance clarity of
written work.
In ELO 9, learners learn how to check their writing for spelling, punctuation and grammar.
The ELOs are followed by a brief Note to Teacher, which provides an overview of the key points of the ELO or additional information about
instructional planning.
After establishing an understanding of the purpose and expectations of the grade level, teachers use the Specific Learning Outcomes (SCOs), the
Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IASs) and the Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILSs) to plan engaging, relevant and developmentally appropriate
Language Arts lessons. The purpose of each of these sections of the curriculum are outlined in the table below.
Purpose of Language Arts: This section provides a statement describing why Language Arts is important. This statement is the same for every grade level.
Strand (Topic): This section indicates the strand being addressed.
Grade Level Guidelines (GLG): The GLG provides a statement describing what the learner will learn in each strand at each grade level. The Grade Level

Guidelines for Grade 1 are provided on page 2 and 3.
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO): The ELOs are the foundational statements of language arts that remain the same for all grade levels. The 3 ELOs for
Speaking and Listening, 3 ELOs for Reading and Viewing and 3 ELOs for Writing and Representing are provided on Page 3.
Note to Teacher: These notes provide a very brief overview of the key point(s) of the ELO.

Specific Curriculum Outcomes
This section lists of what the learner will learn
within the ELO at this grade level.

Inclusive Assessment Strategies:
The Inclusive Assessment Strategies column
provides the teacher with some tools (notes,
checklists, rubrics, etc.) to assess the Essential
Learning Outcome (ELO):
 observe learner learning

Inclusive Learning Strategies
This section provides some ideas for
lessons that engage learners in
learning. The dotted line between these columns

illustrates the ongoing practice of observing
learners’ learning and using these
observations to inform the next steps of
instruction.
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 how to keep a record of those observations
 provide feedback
This information is used to plan the next steps of
instruction.

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:

This section provides the teacher with professional information about key concepts in each ELO.
Inclusive Resources and Materials

This section provides the teacher with suggestions and links for learning resources and materials.

Planning Instruction in Language Arts
Language arts instruction is balanced, learner responsive, integrated, and inclusive. While explicit instruction of the specific curriculum outcome(s) is
expected, learner voice will be an integral component of all lessons, as will opportunities to read and interact with a varied range of authentic and
engaging text. The key elements of all instruction are:
• Comprehension
• Language Structures (grammar, vocabulary and punctuation)
• Word Solving (phonological awareness, phonics and spelling).
Overarching these key elements are the strategic problem-solving, or ‘fix-it’ strategies of monitoring (noticing errors), searching (finding one or a
variety of ways to correct the error) and checking (ensuring that the solution is meaningful and contextual).
Is it possible to integrate the strands of Language Arts?
Yes. It is also possible, and often encouraged, to include SCOs from various strands within a learning experience.
For example, a class conversation serves as an excellent anchor that may be followed up with an opportunity for learners to read about the topic of
conversation and then write about the topic.
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How do I include authentic opportunities for learners to integrate all strands of Language Arts in all subject areas?
The schematic below provides a planning cycle to ensure opportunities for student voice, reading, viewing, writing and representing are an integral
component of lessons in all subject areas.
Teacher asks a question or
poses a probelem that
provides opportunities for
dicussion and interactions
in all subject areas.

Students demonstrate
understanding of the
concepts through oral
reports, the arts, writing
and representation, etc.

Language
Arts
throughout
the day

Teacher provides
opportunities for reading,
viewing and writing about
subject specific content
material. This reading
moves beyond text books
to articles
news items, etc.

Teacher engages learners in
comprehension activities, such
as connecting a Language Arts
concept to a science, math,
HFLE, social studies such as
visualising an event, problem
or a communtity event
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Please note: it is essential that the languages and community funds of knowledge of all students are always recognized and visible in the classroom
environment. These are the foundations of learning and provide opportunities for teachers and students to explore Guyana’s ways of being and
knowing.
The Weekly Instructional Timetable
The Guyana Instructional Timetable provides many opportunities to engage learners in Language Arts learning: Literacy Studies, Reading and
Language Arts. To ensure flexibility and opportunities to integrate with other strands of Language Arts or other subject areas, time allotments vary.
Time
9:00 – 9:10
9:10 – 9:30
9:30 – 10:00
10:00 – 10:30
10:30 – 10:45
10:45 – 11:05
11:05 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:00
12:00 – 13:00
13:00 – 13:10
13:10 – 13:30
13:30 – 14:00
14:00 – 14:10
14:10 – 14:30
14:30
14:30 – 15:00

Monday
General Assembly
and Registration
Literacy Hour
Science
Mathematics

Reading
Beyond Core
Social Studies

Tuesday
Mathematics
Reading
Literacy Hour

Wednesday
Class Assembly

Thursday

Friday

Literacy Hour

Mathematics

Literacy Hour

RECESS
Social Studies

Reading

Mathematics

Literacy Hour

LUNCH
ASSEMBLY, PRAYERS AND REGISTRATION
Reading
Social Studies
Science
Beyond Core
RECESS
Beyond Core
Science
Beyond Core
DISMISSAL
OPTIONAL Language Arts and Mathematics Support for Learners

Mathematics

Reading
HFLE
Beyond Core
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How does a teacher decide what to teach in each block of the Language Arts on the timetable?
Reading (20 min. daily)
Purpose: To provide learners with an
opportunity to read independently and
practice what they have learned about the
reading process using engaging and
developmentally appropriate text. During
Independent Reading, the teacher makes
notes of student progress in the
Observation of Student Learning journal.

Language Arts (20 – 30 min. daily)
Purpose: To engage learners in
opportunities to explore how the various
components of oral and written language
are used to convey meaning in a variety of
genres and a variety of formats. During
Language Arts, the teacher makes notes of
student progress in the Observation of
Student Learning journal.

Literacy Hour (60 – 80 min. daily)
Purpose: To engage learners in
opportunities to explore the integration of
the strands of Language Arts through
exposure to an anchor such as an engaging
text, video, image or piece of music. The
anchor experience is followed by a
curriculum based lesson following the
format described below. Lesson content is
based on teacher observations and products
of student learning thus far.

Format: Learners have been taught how to
choose a book of interest and with just the
right amount of challenge. After a very brief
(5 minutes) mini lesson, when a concept
learned previously has been reviewed,

Format: During this opportunity for
learners to engage with the teacher orally,
visually or in written form, a Teacher Read
Aloud / Think Aloud chosen to highlight a
component of grammar, word work, or

Format: Beginning with an anchor
experience, learners engage in a focused
conversation about the anchor and its
connection to the lesson’s focus. The
conversation is followed by an explicit
8
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learners read while the teacher circulates
and confers with individual learners or
small groups.

comprehension is discussed and learning is
applied. Texts chosen for Read Aloud /
Think Aloud reflect all fiction and
nonfiction genres representing a range of
student interests, topical issues, and content
related to other subject areas. Learners
apply this information during their
independent reading time, during the
writing process, or when completing
reading responses.

GRADE 1

lesson in the reading or writing process.
NOTE: Eighty-minute time allotments
provide time to explore both reading and
writing. Following the lesson, students
either a) read developmentally appropriate
texts and complete a reading response
focused on the lesson and / or b)
demonstrate application of the mini lesson
in the traits of writing and apply the lesson
during the writing process.

Integrating Language Arts and Other Subject Areas
Regardless of the subject, there are opportunities for learners to speak, listen, read, view, write and represent in a variety of ways with a variety of
texts. For example, a paw paw leaf can be used as an anchor to teach descriptive language (language arts), plant study (science), symmetry
(mathematics and art) and food study (HFLE).
The Components of a Language Arts Lesson: What are the teacher and students doing?
The lesson planning process always begins with reviewing what students have accomplished thus far. This information comes teacher notes gathered
from the daily observations and formative assessments which are kept in the Teacher’s Observation of Student Learning Journal. This information
provides the foundation on which the teacher scaffolds the new information. Teachers refer to these notes as they peruse the Specific Curriculum
Outcomes (SCOs) to inform decisions about the focus of instruction.
Each lesson is divided into four components: An Anchor Experience, Time to Teach, Time to Practice, and Time to Reflect and Share. The table
below outlines the roles and responsibilities of teachers and learners during Language Arts lessons.
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Teacher’s Role
◊ Search for an anchor that will engage the learners and can be connected to developmentally appropriate
outcomes.
◊ Engage the students in an opportunity to listen, share read, view or interact meaningfully with the
anchor.
◊ Connect the anchor experience to the upcoming mini lesson
TIME TO TEACH 7-10 minutes
Teacher’s Role
◊ Introduce curriculum-based lesson with an anchor text, image or video; share the focus of the lesson ◊
with learners
◊
◊ Demonstrate the learning strategy with opportunities for learner engagement
◊ Describe and demonstrate what the learners are expected to do
◊ Ask for learners’ questions
TIME TO PRACTICE 20-30 minutes
Teacher’s Role
◊ Circulate to ensure learners are settled and understand what they are expected to do
◊
◊ Confer with individual learners and work with 1 or 2 small groups who may be working on
differentiated versions of the lesson
◊
◊ Listen to and observe learners working; make notes about learner progress in Observation of
Learning Journal.
◊ Ask / answer questions
◊ Provide feedback to learners
TIME TO CHECK IN (if necessary) 3-5 minutes
Teacher’s Role
◊ Clarify lesson and answer additional questions
◊
◊ Revisit or extend the mini lesson
◊
◊ Invite learners to ask questions or share their learning.
◊
TIME TO PRACTICE CONTINUES 10 minutes
Teacher’s Role
◊ Confer with individual learners and small group work
◊
TIME TO REFLECT AND SHARE 3-5 minutes

GRADE 1

◊
◊

Learner’s Role
Participate in the anchor experience through
listening, speaking, share reading or
interacting meaningfully with the anchor.
Ask and answer questions.

Learner’s Role
Attend to and participate in mini lesson
Ask questions when necessary

Learner’s Role
Participate in an independent or small group
work to complete the assignment
Monitor work, ask questions when necessary

Learner’s Role
Listen to clarify
Review work completed
Ask questions if necessary
Learner’s Role
Participate in an independent or small group
work to complete the assignment
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◊

Teacher’s Role

Summarise lesson, provide prompts for learners’ reflections

GRADE 1

◊

Learner’s Role

Share what they learned

How is Language Arts learning assessed?
The Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS) column of the curriculum provides teachers with a variety of tools for observing student learning. For
example, a paper-based or digital Observation of Learner’s Learning Journal (see sample below) provides a space for recording these observations.
These notes inform lesson plans that are learner responsive, provide evidence of learner progress, inform the writing of report cards, and ensure
parent teacher conferences are based on evidence of learning.
The Guyana Assessment Toolbox https://bit.ly/3MnYx1T also provides teachers with a wide range of strategies to gather information about student
learning.
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An important part of observing learning is sharing what you noticed with the learner and providing the learner with feedback. A typical feedback
conversation begins with an acknowledgement of what the student has accomplished, followed by a hint of what the next steps of instruction will be.
For example:
Teacher: I notice that you can <insert an accomplishment> Tell me how you figured that out.
Learner responds
Teacher: I also notice that you’re having difficulty with <insert an area of difficulty>. Tell me what part of that is difficult.
Learner responds
Teacher provides additional information to the learner and makes a note to re-teach this concept at another time.
The Guyana Curriculum Framework acknowledges that every learner develops at a different pace; therefore, while every grade level has a wide range
of readers and writers, the teacher will provide differentiated instruction that builds on their progress thus far.
The diagram below illustrates how learners enter and exit the different stages of reading and writing at different times. For example, a typical Grade 1
classroom may include learners at various stages of the Emergent and Early Stages of Reading .
Nursery 1 and 2
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The Guyana Lesson Plan Template
The Guyana Lesson Plan Template is similar for every grade and every subject. The template, provided below, is designed to reflect the Guyana
Principles of Learning, The Principles of Inclusivity and The Principles of Assessment. Lessons are always curriculum based and differentiated
according to the learners.
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Where does the teacher find information and resources to support the Language Arts lessons?
The Useful Content Knowledge for Teachers about the Outcome section of the Language Arts curriculum provides teachers with professional
information about the ELO.
For example, if a teacher is unsure of what is meant by the Traits of Writing or the Writing Process, the Useful Content Knowledge for Teachers about
the Outcome provides examples and links to professional information, such as
http://mrnorr.weebly.com/uploads/9/2/8/7/9287986/writingprocess.pdf.
An example of this information follows.
The Traits of Writing include:
Ideas

What do I know about this topic?

Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions

Are my ideas in an order that makes sense?
Can the reader tell how I feel about this topic?
Are my words interesting? Are my verbs strong? Do my words make pictures?
Does writing sound like someone talking? Do I use different types of sentences?
Did I use capitals correctly? Did I punctuate correctly? Did I spell correctly? Did I indent or space paragraphs?

The Inclusive Resources and Materials section provides teachers with learning resources for to engage students in a wide range of oral and written
whole group, small group and individual activities that support the lesson. Teachers will find locally produced and culturally relevant texts, charts,
sites, graphic organizers, etc. that support instruction. For example, the poem, Auntie Bess, available at Mama Lisa’s World Guyana. This poem could
be used to teach Language Arts lesson in poetic structure, descriptive language, punctuation; it could also be used as an anchor in Social Studies,
Science or HFLE.

15
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Science Sounds

HFLE

Social Studiess

Descritptions of
emotions: I feel
like . . .

Family Life

Auntie
Bess
Mathematics

Grammar

Time and routine

Verbs

Composition
Writing about
family life in the
morning

How is a classroom set up for learning?

Setting up the classroom as a learning space provides learners with opportunities to work in whole groups, small groups or individually. While it is
acknowledged that access to materials and classroom furniture varies, every classroom should be a space that invites active learning and through a
variety of modalities. Purchasing expensive materials is not necessary; often, the most valuable learning materials are found in the community.
A Grade 1 classroom includes:
 a classroom library with pictures, books, magazines, pamphlets, etc. of all genres to suit Emergent and Early, readers.
 walls with learner and teacher generated poems, stories, schedules, and reference information (Word Wall, What We’ve Learned, Classroom
Rules, etc.) written in large font for ease of viewing throughout the room
17
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a space for multi-subject exploration (realia table, science space, math manipulatives, etc.)
learning centers that invite learners to explore writing, reading, listening and technology.
opportunities to express understanding through movement
opportunities to explore the school yard and the community
opportunities for students to explore various languages and funds of knowledge.

The Inclusive Resources and Materials sections also provide links to information about classroom design, management, resources and materials. For
example: visit https://bit.ly/2TNoi41 for more information about literacy centers.

Now that I know all of this, what are the first things I do?
1. Read through the curriculum to get a sense of the main focus of each ELO and the specific focus of each SCO. As you read, think about how
the ELOs and the SCOs can work together to develop interesting and engaging lesson plans. Work with other teachers at your grade level to
develop a level of comfort with the process and let the principal know which areas of the curriculum would be good topics for professional
development.
2. Create a paper based or digital Observation of Learner Learning Journal. Examples are described in ELO 1 and 2.
3. Start with a level of comfort and don’t take on too much at once. A good place to begin is to schedule time to Read Aloud to learners each
day and discuss the text and schedule time to for learners to engage in Independent Reading, as described in ELO 4.
4. Gather pictures, books, articles, pamphlets, blank paper, etc. to ensure the classroom is a welcoming environment to literacy learning.
5. Use a thematic and integrated approach to plan for the Reading, Language Arts or Literacy Studies segment. Select an anchor text then
identify the content and subject specific information that can be taught with this anchor. Use the curriculum guide to map the specific
curriculum outcomes for the various components of reading, language arts or literacy studies. Create content maps based on the anchor texts
and use the SCOs identified to create meaningful and engaging lessons targeted at providing learners with literacy skills.
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Guyana Language Arts Curriculum Glossary
The definitions of words and concepts associated with Language Arts are drawn from the International Literacy Association Glossary
https://bit.ly/3m0D8AW
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Purpose of Language Arts: Language is the foundation of communication and the primary instrument of thought. The study of Language Arts provides access to multiple
and inter-related oral, aural, written, and visual ways of representing, exploring, problem solving, communicating and sharing meaning. Through listening, speaking, writing,
reading, viewing and representing a wide range of text, content and text form, the learner develops an awareness of culture, personal identity, and the strategies needed to reflect
critically on thought and action.
STRAND: SPEAKING AND LISTENING ELO 1
Listening and Speaking Guidelines for Grade One: Learners become more aware of active listening strategies. They demonstrate understanding
by retelling an oral story or restating information in Home Language(s) and/or Standard English. With some support, they identify overt and implied
messages. They set goals for their listening as they learn how to listen respectfully to what other people are saying as they become aware of the how to
respond and share with clarity. They further develop their awareness of the meaning of environmental sounds and phonological patterns. They work
in small groups, as a class and join in discussions.
Essential Learning Outcome 1: Learners will listen to and use sounds and spoken languages; understand, reflect, respond and use spoken
language(s) with thought in a variety of situations and subjects and for a variety of purposes.
SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
Learners will:
Listen to and use
spoken languages
1. use Home Language
to share experiences
and become aware of
distinctions between
Home Language
Standard English.

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES

Note to teacher: Develop an Observations of Learner

Learning Journal to record observations about the learner’s
learning. Use these observations to provide feedback to the
learner and to plan the next steps of instruction.

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

Notes to Teacher: The focus of ELO 1 is for the learner to use a variety of

engaging activities to develop understanding of how to focus on a speaker’s words,
sounds in nature and music. This strategy will build vocabulary, comprehension
strategies and interpersonal skills.
Establish a listening centre in the classroom. Schedule time for learners to listen to
poetry, music, songs, fiction, and nonfiction writing.
Schedule time every day to read aloud to learners.
Listen to and use spoken languages

From:
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
1.2 listen to and sing a
variety of texts (story,
poem, music, etc).
1.3 begin to develop
listening
comprehension
strategies such as:
o retelling
o predicting
o visualising
o connecting
o inferring
o sequencing
o comparing and
contrasting
o identifying
problem and
solution
1.4 participate in whole
class and small group
discussions based on
culturally relevant
topics and materials
(community events,
sports, poems, stories,
songs, environment,
etc.).

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/blog-posts/beth-newingham/assessmentreading-workshop

 Sample page from the Observing Learner
Learning Journal:
Learner’s Name Juanita
Date Nov. 15
Topic:
Spoken language

Notes:
Beginning to
demonstrate a
shift, when
appropriate from
Amerindian
(casual) to English
(formal)
Next steps:
Continued
instruction re
when and how to
make the switch.

Date Nov. 30
Topic:
Sharing a
conversations

Date
Topic:

Notes:
Beginning to
listen more and
respond at a
pause

Notes:

Next steps:
Build on speaker’s
topic by asking
questions

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Begin each day by greeting each learner at the door. This act
establishes a connection with each learner and engages them
in an authentic conversation. A special hand greeting (fist
bump, sequence of claps, etc.) or a verbal greeting to the
teacher (more formal) compared to a friend (home language)
allow learners and teachers to make a personal connection.

Next steps:

 ELO 1 What to Observe:
o learner’s choice of spoken language
o learner’s comfort switching from home
language to Standard English
o understanding of how we “share” a
conversation
o comfort level asking questions
o oral responses to literal W4 + H questions,
such as: Who? What? When? Where? How?

 At the beginning of the school year, pause throughout the day
and ask two or three learners to introduce themselves. Other
learners listen and ask questions. Teacher records information
about each learner on an “All About Our Class” chart.
 During the first few weeks of school, establish a classroom of
Cooperative Learners. (see USEFUL CONTENT section)
 Use Think Aloud as you create a simple, labelled “All About
Me” picture. Invite learners to create their own All About Me
picture. Use these diagrams as an anchor to integrate social
studies (note similarities), in mathematics (create simple
graphs). Revisit these throughout the year to include more
details, changes, etc.
 Engage learners in conversation to co-create a “Our Whole
Body Listens!” chart. Ask, “What do our eyes do when we
listen?” “What do our ears do when we listen?” “What does
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
1.5 listen and watch to
determine if a speaker
is asking a question,
expressing anger, or
developing awareness
of word order and
intonation for
questions, statements
and exclamation

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES
o oral responses to questions to demonstrate
deeper understanding, such as: Why, What if?
How do you know?, etc.
o use of the correct word order to create a
question

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
our body do when we listen?” etc. Use Interactive Writing
(see USEFUL CONTENT) to record and illustrate learner
responses.

Tools to observe learner learning
 Grade One Oral Language Rubric (see
USEFUL RESOURCES for full size)
https://blogs.sd41.bc.ca/learningtech/files/2011/11/GRADE-1orallangrubric.docx

 Ask learners who speak a language other than English to
share their words for objects and actions. Establish a
classroom chart titled: Different ways to say the same
things. As the year progresses, this chart can be refined to be
topic specific, such as “Different ways to greet people”,
“Different ways to express emotions”, “Different names for
foods” etc. For example:
I gon pik ah
story
wid
you

I don’t agree! Or
“That’s not right!
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

Providing Feedback to Learners
 When providing learner feedback, be specific.
Show the learner what he has done well, then
tell the learner what he’s ready to learn next.
Peer Assessment:
 Listening:
As one learner tells a story, or describes an event, the
other learner draws a picture. The storyteller reviews
the drawing and notes the details captured.
Here’s my picture of
your story

Word or phrase
Word or phrase
Word or phrase

picture
picture
picture

Word or phrase
Word or phrase
Word or phrase

 Schedule talk time each day; learners sit knees to knees and
chat and share their interests, what they have learned in
science, math, social studies, or what they think about a story
or song.
 Listen to and sing Song of Guyana’s Children
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vp9CGTTKUS4

Tap the rhythm of the song. Revisit this song in the Social
Studies unit on community. Other songs are available in the
RESOURCES AND MATERIALS section.
 Choose an engaging anchor text (story, poem, nonfiction text,
song, etc.) to read aloud to learners. Choose content from the
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES
Self Assessment:
Teachers and learners can complete the rubric below
and discuss.

From: https://assessment.tki.org.nz/Assessment-for-learning/Assessment-forlearning-in-practice/Self-and-peer-assessment

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
anchor text to develop lessons in listening comprehension,
such as:
o Connecting
o Predicting
o Visualising
o Connecting
o Sequencing
o Synthesizing
o Analysing
See USEFUL CONTENT section for more information about how
to teach listening comprehension strategies.
 Schedule an event (a walk through the playground or
community, a visit to a local vendor, etc.) with the learners
and ask learners to:
o work together to retell the event accurately
o ask questions about the event
o illustrate the event
o create a roleplay about the event
 Share real life scenarios that invite learners to use Home
Language and then Standard English. Scenarios can reflect
topics from:
o HFLE (sharing, helping)
o Social Studies (describing the community)
o Mathematics (teaching a younger child how to build a tower
of blocks)
o Science (light and sound)
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Schedule opportunities for movement throughout the day.
Play music and invite the learners to listen to the music and
respond/interpret the music with movement.
 After a Teacher Read Aloud, or after learners have visited the
listening centre, provide learners with 4-5 pictures of the
events in the story. Learners in Cooperative Learning groups
place the pictures in order and retell the story to a partner.
(Keep these pictures for use in a literacy centre.)
 Learners develop their listening and speaking skills and
strategies at different rate. See the RESOURCES AND
MATERIALS section for ideas for differentiating instruction
 When available, encourage learners to take pictures with a
camera or phone. (use drawing or artwork if not available)
Download one picture each day; display on white board and
engage the learners in a conversation about the picture. Each
conversation can focus on a different comprehension strategy,
such as connecting, predicting, inferring, etc.
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Dramatise (sometimes through mime) the events of a story or
real life events. Ask learners to tell the story of the
dramatization.
 Create a listening literacy centre for small group discussion of
stimulus materials (such as sounds, videos, songs, stories,
from other subject area)
 Describe how to change a statement into a question, by
becoming familiar with the question markers, Who, What,
When, Where, Why and How, as well as the word order of
questions. For example:
Engage learners in a “I know, I want to know activity”.
Demonstrate how to change a statement into a question. In
each lesson, focus on one question word. For example, using
the question markers:
What: I know: This a canoe.
o I want to know: What is this?

Who:

I know: My friends are in the canoe.
I want to know: Who is in the canoe?
Continue for how, when and where.
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GRADE 1

USEFUL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE FOR THE TEACHER
Listening and Speaking Guidelines for Grade One: Learners become more aware of active listening strategies. They demonstrate understanding by
retelling an oral story or restating information in Home Language(s) and/or Standard English. With some support, they identify overt and implied
messages. They set goals for their listening as they learn how to listen respectfully to what other people are saying as they become aware of the how to
respond and share with clarity. They further develop their awareness of the meaning of environmental sounds and phonological patterns. They work
in small groups, as a class and join in discussions.
Classroom language use:
o The first language of a child is a part of her or his social and cultural identity. It is important to have some knowledge of children’s first
language structures and an understanding of how to include and value samples of text showcasing home language in Guyanese communities.
o Gather resources (online, text, community volunteers, community locations) that provide interaction with local songs, poems, skills, crafts,
recipes, events, geographical features, etc.) that can be used to develop culturally relevant and engaging conversations.
o Grade one teachers should be comfortable and flexible in their use of Home Language and English Language structures.
Establishing positive relationships in the classroom: See https://www.kqed.org/mindshift/53091/why-schools-should-be-organised-to-prioritizerelationships
Building Emotional Literacy in Preschoolers See https://youtu.be/5cO3JjMxDzU This video demonstrates how to teach children how to
think about their feelings and use their words to describe how they feel and how the solve problems.
Interactive Writing: Interactive writing is an opportunity to combine speaking and listening with Emergent and Early stage writing lessons. Visit
http://www.readingrockets.org/article/interactive-writing for examples and videos.
Creating a Classroom of Cooperative Learners: See https://www.teachervision.com/professional-development/cooperative-learning for
information about Cooperative Learning and Cooperative Learning strategies
Reading Aloud to learners provides opportunities for learners to:
- develop their listening skills and strategies,
- increase vocabulary
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GRADE 1

USEFUL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE FOR THE TEACHER
-

be introduced to a wide range of genres
notice and appreciate distinctions between Home Language and Standard English

Listening Comprehension Strategies
o Retelling: Asking learners to retell a story in their own words forces them to analyse the content to determine what is important. Teachers can
encourage learners to go beyond literally recounting the story to drawing their own conclusions about it.
o Predicting: When learners make predictions about the text they are about to read, it sets up expectations based on their prior knowledge about
similar topics. As they read, they may mentally revise their prediction as they gain more information.
o Visualising: Learners who visualize while reading often have better listening comprehension. Readers can take advantage of illustrations that are
embedded in the text or create their own mental images or drawings when reading text without illustrations.
o Connecting: When learners preview text, they tap into what they already know that will help them to understand the text they are about to read.
This strategy provides a framework for any new information they read.
o Inferring: In order to make inferences about something that is not explicitly stated in the text, learners must learn to draw on prior knowledge
and recognize clues in the text itself.
o Identifying main idea and details: Identifying the main idea requires that learners determine what is important and then put it in their own
words . Implicit in this process is trying to understand the author’s purpose in writing the text.
o When the children are settled, ask them to sit very, very quietly and listen for the outdoor sounds. After a minute of listening, ask the learners
to come together in a circle and use a very quiet voice to share what they heard.
Listening comprehension activities in the Second Language Classroom
Learners develop oral and aural language at varying rates. A site that supports differentiated listening instruction is Teaching Listening
Comprehension
https://www.thoughtco.com/teaching-listening-comprehension-3111347
Examples of how to build conversations into the school day: Building vocabulary through listening
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/srv11.pd.vocab.vocab2/cathy-garner-winter-unit/
Building Relationships in Schools https://www.kqed.org/mindshift/53091/why-schools-should-be-organised-to-prioritize-relationship
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GRADE 1

USEFUL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE FOR THE TEACHER

INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
Build listening comprehension in a listening centre. Visit: Storyline Online for free access to many engaging stories.
https://www.storylineonline.net/
Poetry and song read alouds/sing alongs build listening comprehension and are used to integrate with other subjects. Visit:
Mama Lisa’s World <https://www.mamalisa.com/?lang=Guyanese+Creole&t=el> provides the words, music and Creole/English versions of
Guyanese children’s song.

Additional songs include Small Days <https://www.mamalisa.com/?t=es&p=6212> and Itaname < https://www.mamalisa.com/?t=es&p=3958>
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GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
Invite community members into the classroom to share stories, crafts, recipes. Learners listen and share what they learned.
Engage the parents and community members. Ask parents to collect samples of stories, poems, dialogues, pictures, artwork, rhymes and materials
from the environment that provide opportunities to listen to and speak about learning in all subject areas.
Purpose of Language Arts: Language is the foundation of communication and the primary instrument of thought. The study of Language Arts provides access to multiple
and inter-related oral, aural, written, and visual ways of representing, exploring, problem solving, communicating and sharing meaning. Through listening, speaking, writing,
reading, viewing and representing a wide range of text, content and text form; the learner develops an awareness of culture, personal identity, and the strategies needed to reflect
critically on thought and action.
STRAND: SPEAKING AND LISTENING ELO 2
Listening and Speaking Guidelines for Grade One: Learners become more aware of active listening strategies. They demonstrate understanding
by retelling an oral story or restating information in Home Language(s) and/or Standard English. With some support, they identify overt and implied
messages. They set goals for their listening as they learn how to listen respectfully to what other people are saying as they become aware of the how to
respond and share with clarity. They further develop their awareness of the meaning of environmental sounds and phonological patterns. They work
in small groups, as a class and join in discussions.
Essential Learning Outcome 2: Learners will interact with different audiences demonstrating sensitivity and respect, considering audience,
purpose, and situation and respond with personal and critical awareness.
SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
Learners will:
Demonstrate
sensitivity and
respect

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Note to teacher: Informed observation and listening to
learners during class discussions, Q and A sessions,
and during interactions with peers provide teachers
with important information about learner development
in oral and aural language.

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Notes to teacher: The focus of ELO 2 is to use speaking and listening to build
understanding of interpersonal relationships.
Demonstrate sensitivity and respect
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SPECIFIC
INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
CURRICULUM
STRATEGIES
OUTCOMES
2.1 develop an
understanding of
Teacher Observation of Learner Learning
how to speak and
listen respectfully and The Grade One Scholastic Oral Language
politely in
Development Checklist
http://www.scholastic.ca/education/lpeyx_teaching_support_grade1
cooperative groups
/images/pdfs/orallang_dev_chklist_g1.pdf
and play
 is a useful reference for use 2-3 times a
year to make note of learner progress
2.2 interact with
in oral language.
various audiences
and ask questions
 Observe and make anecdotal notes in
2.3 demonstrate a
growing awareness of
respectful and nonhurtful vocabulary
choices
Respond with
personal and
critical awareness
2.4 identify some
culturally relevant
non-verbal cues:
facial expression,
gestures, eye contact,
and use them to
respond
appropriately

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Use the Morning Meeting to provide opportunities for learners to
share experiences, share songs, to give a compliment, to ask what
peers know about, etc.
 Create a Safe Place section in the classroom. Build the displays over
the first few weeks of school as you provide opportunities for learners
to discuss their feelings, listen to the feelings of their peers and work
together to solve problems.

your Observation of Learner Learning
Journal about learner’s interaction with
peers on the playground and with
classroom visitors

 As learners interact with others, use a
simple rubric to make note of how
their body and words reflect their
listening. For example:
Sample Interaction with Others Assessment
Name:………
Date:
Criteria
Yes Dev. Not
yet
Looks at speaker
Waits for a pause to
respond

https://youtu.be/5cO3JjMxDzU
 During Interactive Writing, co-create an illustrated “Speaking Levels”
chart
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
2.5 participate in the
discovery of an
alternate language,
such as basic sign
language, music,
icons to develop an
understanding of
different ways to
share meaning

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Asks questions about the
topic
Listens to answer
NOTES:

Providing Feedback
 When providing learner feedback, be
specific. Show the learner what he has
done well, then tell the learner what he
is ready to learn next.
Self Assessment:
 Learner visit the classroom’s “Safe
Place” (see inclusive learning
strategies) and reflects on their
feelings. They use clay, drawings, or
movement to express their feelings.
Peer Assessment:
 Encourage learners to sit knee to knee.
One learner asks the other, “How are
you feeling?” The respondent chooses
an icon and describes why they are
feeling that way.
How are you feeling?

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Connect emotions to how learners feel during daily activities, such
when playing sports or eating a meal. In cooperative learning groups,
learners use emoticons, learner drawing, clay model, or dramatization,
photo, etc. of expressions, to illustrate and then describe their feelings.
Respond with personal and critical awareness
 Ask learners to dramatise emotions. Take photos of their faces. Print,
paste onto tag board and cut into puzzles. Black and white copies are
just as effective as full colour copies.

https://youtu.be/5cO3JjMxDzU

 Invite parents, community members or the school principal into the
classroom to share songs, favourite music, demonstrate how to make
something and engage in conversations about topics of interest.
 Creating a Friendship Words chart. Throughout the day, listen for
learners who use Home Language Words and Standard English words
to express sharing, politeness, caring, etc. Acknowledge learners when
they use these words. Use these words as anchors for instruction in
ELO 3.
 During or after a Read Aloud, choose a section of dialogue from a
story, or a topic from HFLE to discuss thoughts and emotions
(when available, choose emoticons)
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
This is what happened
Insert a drawing

 Teacher Self Assessment:
Throughout the day, become aware of
the amount of time learners hear the
teacher talking and compare it to the
time learners are involved in speaking
and listening activities. Ensure learners
have many opportunities throughout
the day to share their ideas.

This is how I felt
Insert an emoticon

 Teach basic sign language (hello, goodbye, listen, look, happy, sad, I
understand, I don’t understand, etc.) to demonstrate the value and
distinctions between languages. Use these in your instruction to
ensure learners are watching and understanding.
 In Cooperative Learning Groups, dramatise teacher or learner
constructed scenarios to extract and identify the various purposes
from messages:
o Teacher mimes how to figure out the spelling of a tricky word
o Three learners argue about which sport to play and come to
an agreement
o Parent reads a story to a child and the child falls asleep
 Schedule a regular Nature Show and Tell. Learners bring objects from
nature and describe them to the class. Learners ask questions. Place
the objects on a Realia table for small group conversations.
 Watch short videos without sound. Discuss clues to emotions
provided by facial expressions and body language
 Create a picture gallery of pictures related to science, social studies,
mathematics, or HFLE. As learners enter the classroom, encourage
them to find a picture and chat with a peer about it.
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

USEFUL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE FOR THE TEACHER
Listening and Speaking Guidelines for Grade One: Learners become more aware of active listening strategies. They demonstrate understanding
by retelling an oral story or restating information in Home Language(s) and / or Standard English. With some support, they identify overt and implied
messages. They set goals for their listening as they learn how to listen respectfully to what other people are saying as they become aware of the how to
respond and share with clarity. They further develop their awareness of the meaning of environmental sounds and phonological patterns. They work
in small groups, as a class and join in discussions.
The importance of listening
It is important for teachers to develop their listening skills.
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GRADE 1

USEFUL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE FOR THE TEACHER
From the research of Adler and Proctor. https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ips/listening-skills.html
The cultural norms for politeness and respect may vary from community to community. To ensure learners, parents and community members are
comfortable, teachers must be aware of these norms.
Build listening into classroom management strategies.
Use a sound to signal a change; for example:
o If the classroom is too noisy, play the music of a soft Guyanese song to set a calm feeling in the classroom
o when it’s time for lunch, tap a rhythm on a cup
o when it’s time to move on to another subject, play a song that signals a change
Information about learners with auditory processing difficulties is available at: https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/partnering-with-childsschool/instructional-strategies/classroom-accommodations-for-auditory-processing-disorder
INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
Stories for a listening centre: Visit Storyline Online https://www.storylineonline.net/
For free and copyright free images of Guyana: Visit Creative Commons Images https://search.creativecommons.org/
Integrating Drama and HFLE: The story below is an example of how to teachers can read aloud stories written in home language for important
conversation about personal safety and integration with HFLE.
When we been coming to school dis marnin, we been see plenty, plenty cow pon de road. Some been eating grass and some been lying down chewing up the grass in dem mouth.
Dem black up de road and de cyar and bus cyan’t move. Den a old man come and drive dem in a open place. When he don drive dem, a baby cow run pon de road and nearly
geh lick down bye.

Paul:
Shevon:

Shevon, you did hear when Miss Mary de seh none bady musen touch we private parts?
yes boy! I de hear when she seh dat none bady must touch me vagina, breast or bt.
She seh we musen leh dem kiss we nida.
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GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

Paul:
Shevon :
Paul:
Shevon :

Oh! You did lissen. So you hear when she seh none bady must touch me bt or
penis. None body must kiss me nida.
and yuh know wha she been seh tu? She she if anybady touch we private part, we must talk pun dem.
yes! We must tell we modda, fadda, teacha, pasta, or somebady big.
yes, we gat to tell til we get help.

STRAND: SPEAKING AND LISTENING ELO 3
Listening and Speaking Guidelines for Grade One: Learners become more aware of active listening strategies. They demonstrate understanding
by retelling an oral story or restating information in Home Language(s) and/or Standard English. With some support, they identify overt and implied
messages. They set goals for their listening as they learn how to listen respectfully to what other people are saying as they become aware of the how to
respond and share with clarity. They further develop their awareness of the meaning of environmental sounds and phonological patterns. They work
in small groups, as a class and join in discussions.
Essential Learning Outcome 3: Learners will demonstrate understanding of how the vocabulary and structure of oral and aural language(s)
are used to communicate effectively in a variety of settings and situations.
SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
OUTCOMES
STRATEGIES
Learners will:
Note to teacher: As you plan each lesson, ask
yourself:
Cultural Influence:
Why have I decided to teach this lesson?
3.1 demonstrate an
What will the learners learn?
understanding of how spoken How will I know what the learners have learned?

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Notes to teacher: ELO 3 is focussed on vocabulary development and phonological
awareness. Teachers will be aware that phonemes and vocabulary vary among
languages. In Grade one phonological awareness, it is important to use the most
familiar sounds of languages, so use examples from Home Language.
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
OUTCOMES
STRATEGIES
Home Language and Standard Provide learners with feedback about what is
English convey meaning
working well and what are the next steps of
learning.
Vocabulary:
3.2 listen and speak to develop Teacher Assessment of Learner
a more varied vocabulary
Learning
Phonological Awareness:
3.3 identify the meaning of
environmental sounds
3.4 notice and create rhymes
3.5 identify similarities and
differences in letter sounds
3.6 segment simple words into
individual phonemes
3.7 blend phonemes to create
simple words (consonants and
vowels)
3.8 tap syllables of commonly
used words
Language Structures
(Grammar):
3.9 develop comfort creating
and using oral sentences
structures (statement,

 Phonological Awareness
Assessment includes:
• knowledge of mastery of letter
sounds
• tapping syllables in commonly
used words
• matching words that rhyme
• creating words that rhyme
• segmenting known words
• blending initial sounds
A comprehensive Phonological Awareness
Checklist is a useful tool at the beginning,
mid-point and end of year. See
https://childdevelopment.com.au/resources/childdevelopment-charts/phonological-sound-awarenessdevelopmental-checklist/

Provide learner with engaging
scenarios for learners to role play
and demonstrate their use of
sentence structures (statements,
questions, exclamations) Use the
Observation of Learner Learning
Journal to record progress.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Phonemes (letter sounds) do not have to be taught in a particular order. Choose
letter sounds, blends, etc. that are meaningful to the learners.
Cultural Influence
 Before reading a local fable or a story about a local event to
the class, ask them to listen for the answers to who, what,
when, where and why questions.
 Schedule regular opportunities for Cooperative Conversations
in Home language and Standard English on topics such as:
O Stop and talk: What sounds can you hear outside
O Knees to knees partner conversations: Planning a story
O Back-to-back interview: Learners sit back to back. One learner
says a word, the other learner taps the syllables
o Contrary partners (each person shares their ideas about an
event on the playground)
o Asking me about (A.M.A.) (link to a topic in science)
 Use Home Language to integrate mathematics with language
arts
One, two, three, four, five
Some bee flying round de hive
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
bettuh don’t go near de pen
Wha gun happen if ah go?
Dem guh sting yo from head to toe.
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
question, and exclamation) to
communicate ideas and
information in various ways

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Examples of scenarios:
Two children are walking along the
road and see a monkey.
A child is playing cricket and trips
over a mound of soil.
Two children are asking a parent
how to build a tent.

Peer Assessment:
 Provide an opportunity for learners
to play Cooperative Games and use
their observation strategies to
notice success and provide
assistance when necessary
(Memory card game, puzzles, etc.)
 Ask learners to tape record
themselves asking questions in
Home Language. A peer listens to
the tape and answers the questions.
Feedback:
When providing learner feedback, be
specific. Show the learner what he has
done well, then tell the learner what he is
ready to learn next.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Vocabulary:
 Build oral vocabulary by inviting learners from upper grades to
have conversations with Grade One learners about topics of
interest.
 Call out a topic (fruits in Guyana) and ask learners to call out
words connected to that topic. After every 3 words, pause and
ask, “What words did you hear?” “Tell me about that (Identify
the particular word.) word.”
 Develop vocabulary with a synonym chart: Post an emoticon
for an emotion and discuss various ways to express the feeling.

 Create opportunities for learners to build objects from blocks,
clay or paper and then describe the steps involved in building.
Peers listen and suggest a different way of saying the same
thing.
 Develop learner’s use of descriptive words with words on a
Word wall. For example: “Show me a word that begins with
/g/. “What is the word?” (Goat) “Describe the goat to us.”
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OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Structure (Phonological Awareness):
 Use local rhymes to engage learners in meaningful use of
rhyme. For example:
Creole Rhyme
One, two three,
We been going to see,
Four, five, six,
Who been playing tricks
Seven, eight, nine
Jonney laughing cause he fine.
 Teach learners what letters feel like by demonstrating how each
letter sound causes us to position of tongue, lips and width of
mouth opening differently.
 Teach learners to use Whole Body Phonological Awareness.
Demonstrate how to tap phonemes in a variety of ways;
o Tap the desk
o Clap
o Tap “up the arm”
 Encourage learners to create a body movement to tap
syllables:
o Fist pumps
o Jumping
o Knee bends
o Punch outs
o Steps forward
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Use mathematics manipulatives (Lego blocks) to demonstrate
segmenting and blending.
 Review/introduce initial letter sounds by using the first letter
of local places, learner names, favourite foods, etc. Each noun
becomes the anchor sound for a letter. Create an Our Letter
Sounds chart. For example:
G Guyana

g goat

https://www.beautifulworld.co
m/south-america/guyana/

https://www.google.com/imgre
s?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fglo
baltableadventure.com%2Fw

 Co-create picture charts to illustrate (no words) subject area
vocabulary. Use the words on this chart to search for initial
sounds, final sounds. Ask, “Find 2 words that begin with /s/.
Can you find another word that begins with /s/ in the
classroom?”
Language Structures (Grammar):
 Use real life scenarios to demonstrate the phrasing and
intonation of exclamations, questions and statements:
o Tell a parent that you had an argument with a friend.
o Describe your favourite thing to do.
o Tell a friend about a very pretty rock.
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

USEFUL TEACHER CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER
Listening and Speaking Guidelines for Grade One: Learners become more aware of active listening strategies. They demonstrate understanding by
retelling an oral story or restating information in Home Language(s) and/or Standard English. With some support, they identify overt and implied
messages. They set goals for their listening as they learn how to listen respectfully to what other people are saying as they become aware of the how to
respond and share with clarity. They further develop their awareness of the meaning of environmental sounds and phonological patterns. They work
in small groups, as a class and join in discussions.
A Guide to English Grammar and Writing http://plato.algonquincollege.com/applications/guideToGrammar/?page_id=3243 is a useful resource
for teachers who may be unsure of some Standard English constructions.
Teachers who are not comfortable with English language structures will benefit from regular peer group conversations. Choose a topic of
interest and discuss the distinction between Home Language and Standard English
Developmental Levels of Oral Language http://www.readingrockets.org/article/young-childrens-oral-language-development provides teachers
and parents with information about learner speaking and listening development.

INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
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GRADE 1

The Comprehensive Literacy Resource https://www.hand2mind.com/pdf/kindergarten/chapter_2.pdf (Chapter Two) is an excellent resource to
teach phonological awareness in K-2.
Teaching Listening Skills http://www.readingrockets.org/article/young-childrens-oral-language-development
Activities for English Language Learners https://www.fluentu.com/blog/educator-english/esl-listening-activities-intermediate/
Active Listening Activities https://www.fluentu.com/blog/educator-english/esl-listening-activities-intermediate/
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Purpose of Language Arts: Language is the foundation of communication and the primary instrument of thought. The study of Language Arts provides access to multiple
and inter-related oral, aural, written, and visual ways of representing, exploring, problem solving, communicating and sharing meaning. Through listening, speaking, writing,
reading, viewing and representing a wide range of text and text form, the learner develops an awareness of culture, personal identity, and the strategies needed to reflect critically
on thought and action.
Strand: READING AND VIEWING ELO 4
Reading and Viewing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners read a range of print, digital and visual texts within the range of the Emergent and
beginning Early Stage with fluency, accuracy, and understanding. Learners’ interest and pleasure in reading is developed as they learn to read a
variety of Emergent to Early Stage genres and text forms as they engage with and browse increasingly varied text. They continue to develop their use
of a variety of comprehension, word work and language. They use strategies to work out the meaning of straightforward Emergent to Early Stage
texts, words, sentences and text features. They respond to new vocabulary in text as an opportunity to learn. They become more aware of how to use
fluency to assist comprehension. They are learning how to search beyond the literal level with critical thought.
Essential Learning Outcome 4: Learners will demonstrate a variety of ways to select and engage critically with a range of culturally diverse print,
visual and digital texts for a variety of purposes.
SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
Learners will:
Select texts:
4.1 use a variety of ways to
select reading and browsing
materials that reflect their
interests
4.2 select just-right texts with
assistance and increasing
independence
Engage with texts:
4.3 browse a variety of types
and levels of text (books,

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Note to teacher: There is a wealth of research
evidence that demonstrates the positive relationship
between formative assessment and learner reading
achievement. This relationship occurs in the
classroom when teachers ask questions and observe
learners to gain insight into the current status of
their learners’ knowledge and understanding (See
Guyana Assessment Toolkit)
Teacher Observation of Learner
Learning
 Concepts About Print assessment

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Note to teacher: The purpose of ELO 4 is to build a reading classroom.
(When access to books is limited, use Interactive Writing (see ELO 3) to
co-create books for the classroom.). This strategy allows the learners to
practice what they have learned about reading, experience a variety of forms
of text and to learn to think about the stated and implied meanings of
texts.

Select texts:
 Gather paper-based texts and links to online fiction,
nonfiction, poetry and song that reflect learner
interests and highlight the Guyanese language and
culture. Use these resources to create a classroom
reading corner.

https://assessmentkit.weebly.com/concepts-ofprint.html.

This is a teacher
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
charts, digital, visual, etc.) from
various sources for various
purposes
4.4 read Emergent to Early
level texts independently for
increasing amounts of time
4.5 begin to ask questions of
text
4.6 share information
(pictures, story, information)
from culturally relevant texts
4.7 follow written instructions
to perform a task
4.8 re-read a familiar text to
practice reading fluently and
with expressions

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
administered assessment that
provides information about a
learner’s knowledge of how text
works. See: USEFUL CONTENT
section.
 In the early grades, learners should
read about topics of interest. Ask
parents to help their child answer
the questions on a Learner Interest
Survey. Use this information to
gather nonfiction texts, songs,
poems and videos that will be
engaging to the learners in your
class.
Learner Interest Survey
Name:
Date:

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Use a Teacher Think Aloud (see USEFUL CONTENT)
to demonstrate how to choose a book:
o Engaging Cover
o Interesting title
o Scanning through the picture
o Recommendation from a friend
Engage with texts
 Read Aloud to learners at least once every day.
Choose stories, poems, nonfiction print, visual and
nonfiction texts that are interesting to the learner.
Sometimes, read the story just for the learners to
enjoy; other times, use an Interactive Read Aloud (see
USEFUL CONTENT) to encourage questioning and
responding.
 Teach learners the “Five Finger Rule: to choose “just
right books “for independent reading time.

Favourite food:
Favourite animal:
Favourite sport:
Favourite thing to do at recess:
The best part of school:
What I like to do when I’m not at
school:
I’m happy when________________
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
 Observe learners as they “Read
Around the Room” (See USEFUL
CONTENT) Use the Observation
of Learner Learning Journal to
note how learners search for
information to solve tricky words.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Schedule Independent Reading time every day.
During Independent Reading Learners should have an
opportunity to choose and read books that are quite
easy. This allows learners to practice what they have
learned. See more information in USEFUL
CONTENT section.

 During Independent Reading
Time, listen to learners read and do
an Oral Reading Record or have a
conference about the story. See
USEFUL CONTENT section.
 Listen to learners read and make
notes about reading fluency
(expression, phrasing, intonation)

Lighthouse.bcps.org

 Encourage Shared Reading by singing songs that are
displayed on the white board or chart paper.
 Schedule time for learners to Read Around the
Room, hallways or courtyard (charts, signs, book
titles, etc.) with a partner or Cooperative group.

http://www.timrasinski.com/presentations/multidimensional_fl
uency_rubric_4_factors.pdf

See USEFUL CONTENT section.
Peer assessment:

 Engage in book sharing through oral or written
recommendations from peers and teachers. Provide
learners with a slip of paper to place inside a book:
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Self Assessment:
Provide learners with a chart to track the
different topics of nonfiction text they
choose to read or browse.
Example:
Title
Topic
On the Farm
Driving a tractor
Way up High

The stars

Farming
Cows and
ducks
In math class, learners can work together
to categorize the topics the class read
about.
Peer Assessment:
Learners can read to each other. One
reads, the other asks questions about the
story. They both work together to create
an illustration or a clay model of the story.
Feedback
 When providing learner feedback,
be specific. Show the learner what
he has done well, then tell the
learner what he is ready to learn
next.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
If you like to read about
________________________,
You (will) or (won’t )like this book because:
 Small group Shared Reading provides learners with
time to support each other in their reading, think
about the meaning of the story and ask questions.
 Whole class and Cooperative Group reading of
Readers Theatre, poems or singing songs provide
opportunities for learners to practice fluency and
phrasing.
 Provide opportunities for learners to choose to read
to the class, but do not insist every learner reads
aloud, as some learners are very uncomfortable or
lack the confidence to do so. These learners can read
to you individually.
Engage with Critical Thought
 Critical Thought: If online access is available, provide
opportunities for small groups of learners to search
for the answers to search for wondering questions:
for example: Is a hamburger junk food? Why do we
have to say please and thank you? etc. Create a
Wonder Wall for learners to share what they learned.
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INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

pngkey.com

 Learners read texts from Social Studies, Science and
HFLE to discuss social issues such as the
environment, bullying, nutrition, etc.
Fluent Reading
 Demonstrate how fluency affects comprehension by
reading a few sentences of a story in a very choppy,
non-fluent manner. Ask, “Was it easy to understand
what I was reading?” Then, read the same sentences
fluently and ask the same question.
 Engage learners in body movements that act out
fluent reading as they listen to you read fluently.
(Learner moves a hand like the soft waves in the sea.)
 Set up “Maker Stations”. Learners follow simple
instructions to create folded paper fans, block
patterns, simple clay objects, etc.
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GRADE 1

USEFUL CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER
Reading and Viewing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners read a range of print, digital and visual texts within the range of the Emergent
and Beginning Early Stage with fluency, accuracy, and understanding. Learners’ interest and pleasure in reading is developed as they learn to
read a variety of Emergent to Early Stage genres and text forms as they engage with and browse increasingly varied text. They continue to
develop their use of a variety of comprehension, word work and language use strategies to work out the meaning of straightforward Emergent
to Early Stage texts, words, sentences and text features. They respond to new vocabulary in text as an opportunity to learn. They become more
aware of how to use fluency to assist comprehension. They are learning how to search beyond the literal level with critical thought.
Stages of Reading Development

A concise overview of the stages of Reading Development is available at https://www.nads.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Brio-NADSStages-of-Reading-Development-2018_Brito.pdf
Read Around the Room: Place posters, large font charts made in science or math class, large font poems etc. on the classroom walls. Provide
time for learners to wander around the room in pairs as they read and chat about what they read.
Interactive Read Aloud: As the teacher reads aloud to the learners, s/he involves the learners by pausing and asking a question about the text,
pointing out an interesting word, inviting comments about the illustrations, etc.
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USEFUL CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER
Information about the power of Reading Aloud to learners and providing time for Independent Reading is available through the
International Literacy Association https://literacyworldwide.org/docs/default-source/where-we-stand/ila-power-promise-read-aloudsindependent-reading.pdf.
Formative Reading Assessment
Ongoing assessment of learner reading and feedback to the learner are an essential components of reading instruction.
In Grade One reading, the most value assessment tools are:
1) Concepts About Print https://legitliteracy.weebly.com/uploads/5/5/5/3/5553152/mlpp_concepts-of-print-a.pdf
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USEFUL CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER

2) Oral reading records are one of the most valuable tools to assess learner progress in reading. For complete information, go to:
http://scholastic.ca/education/movingupwithliteracyplace/pdfs/grade4/runningrecords.pdf.
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USEFUL CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER
3) Fluency Rubric:

Useful Websites for Parents and Teachers:
PBS Resources for parents https://pbskids.org (resources for parents)
PBS resources for teachers https://pbskids.org/lab/education-resources/
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INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
Online Books
Many favourite children’s books are read by the author and are available online as videos; for example,
The Grouchy Ladybug by Eric Carle https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdEyveo4iBY&list=PL7Jfe1zshOWZWR7KJRCUfzYjlzLlr4_ei
(Eric Carle’s The Grouchy ladybug:10 minutes)
Brown Bear by Eric Carle https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmlvbaRe3q0 (5 minutes)
Online books for English Language Learners:
The Bus Ride; a read aloud supported by subtitles: This link also has other stories that are useful for English Language Learners
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjRMlw6lDqs (1 minute)
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Strand: READING AND VIEWING ELO 5
Reading and Viewing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners read a range of print, digital and visual texts within the range of the Emergent and
Beginning Early Stage with fluency, accuracy, and understanding. Learners’ interest and pleasure in reading is developed as they learn to read a
variety of Emergent to Early Stage genres and text forms as they engage with and browse increasingly varied text. They continue to develop their use
of a variety of comprehension, word work and language use strategies to work out the meaning of straightforward Emergent to Early Stage texts,
words, sentences and text features. They respond to new vocabulary in text as an opportunity to learn. They become more aware of how to use
fluency to assist comprehension. They are learning how to search beyond the literal level with critical thought.
Essential Learning Outcome 5: Learners will construct meaning from a variety of texts using background knowledge, vocabulary,
comprehension strategies and graphophonic cues.
SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
As learners develop their
Emergent reading strategies
and move toward Early re
reading strategies, they will:
Develop vocabulary
5.1 further develop their
reading vocabulary
5.2 develop an increased
multi-subject vocabulary
Develop Reading
Comprehension Strategies
5.3 understand that all print
carries a message

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Note to Teacher: Note to teacher: In grade
one, learners are reading at the Emergent (levels
a-c) and Early Stages (level d-k). Learners
develop the competencies of each stage at varying
times. (Please note the Stages of Reading
development in USEFUL CONTENT
section). Ongoing observations and assessment
of learner reading provide the teacher with
information to monitor progress.
Teacher Observation of Learner
Learning
 All learners in Primary school
should participate regularly in
Running Records of Oral
Reading. See ELO 4 USEFUL
CONTENT section.

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Note: to Teacher: Learning to read involves the strategic use of the
information provided on a page of text. This information includes the meaning
(background knowledge and vocabulary), the structure (grammar) and phonics.
The purpose of ELO 5 is to demonstrate how to integrate all of these sources of
information in the developing reader.
Schedule time each day for explicit reading instruction. See Readers’ and
Writers’ Workshop in the Introduction to the Curriculum.

Reading comprehension, vocabulary, grammar and word
solving activities that focus on ELO 5 are available at:
•

Jennifer Saravello’s, distributed to Guyana Elementary Schools. Visit
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/blog-posts/genia-connell/fiveminute-reading-responses/ for an overview
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5.4 use picture clues to
support comprehension
5.5 retell a simple narrative,
making references to
setting, characters and
plot
5.6 connect text to personal
experiences
5.7 answer who, what,
where, which, why, what
if, and how questions
about independent and
instructional level text
5.8 read a variety of fiction
and nonfiction print and
digital text using a range
of comprehension
strategies such as:
o predicting
o connecting
o visualizing
o inferring
o questioning
o recalling facts and
details
o sequencing

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

 Review learners’ personal
dictionaries or word journals to
analyse the entries and discuss
word meaning in an individual
conference.
 Assessing Comprehension
Strategies
 As learners complete reading
responses, look for evidence of
understanding and keep records
of progress in the Observation
of Learner Learning Journal.
Provide opportunities for
learners to respond in multiple
ways: oral, illustrated or in print.
For example:
o Visualising: Learner draws an
image of a fiction or non-fiction
text. Teacher makes note of details
included.
o Predicting: Learner shares a
prediction of what will happen
next and provides evidence.
Teacher makes note of the logic of the
prediction.
o Noting Similarities and
Differences: Learners use a

Vocabulary:

 Provide learners with a “My New Words” journal.

As new words are learned, add them to the journal
and illustrate.

 Note how and when the vocabulary of Home language
and English are used most effectively
 Encourage learners to share the vocabulary they

learned when reading books about their favourite
activities with the class. For example, dancers share
words describing positions or dance moves; athletes
describe the vocabulary of equipment, rules, etc.

o

 Develop vocabulary by:

Designing experiences that introduce vocabulary in authentic
contexts:
o Teacher reads aloud: pause to discuss new words
o Teacher Reads Aloud: Teaching concepts such as
antonyms can be difficult; sometimes, if you show
learners lots of examples, they can create the rule
themselves. For example: This video includes many
examples of antonyms.
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o identifying the main
idea
5.11 reflect on and identify
their strengths as readers,
areas for improvement, and
the strategies they found
most helpful before, during,
and after reading stories

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Venn diagram to note
similarities and differences.
Teacher makes note of the balance of
similarities and differences.
o Connecting: After reading a
passage, learner completes a
text to text, text to self and text
to world graphic organizer.

Apply Phonological
awareness, phonemic
awareness and phonics to
decode meaningfully

5.14 identify and use initial
letters and blends to decode
unknown words

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1jKUbhkTtE

o

in school and out of school vocabulary scavenger
hunts: search the school, school grounds or
community for environmental print. Discuss
meanings of words found.

Teaching Reading Comprehension Strategies:
 Demonstrate how to think through each comprehension
strategy in various genres of fiction and nonfiction text. As
each strategy is taught, co-create a poster with the learners,
such as the one below.

5.12 identify readily most
alphabet letters out of
sequence
5.13 understand that
individual letters represent
letter sounds and that letters
work together to create new
sounds

GRADE 1

o Recalling Facts and Details:
Drama: learners role play based
on story read, or use puppets to
describe the role of character/s
in story or create a diorama
Teacher makes note of accuracy and
range of details
https://makingeducationfun.wordpress.com/reading-comprehension-2/
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5.15 segment (or chunk)
words based on known
syllables or individual
phonemes
5.16 build and read word
families when provided with
simple word stems (and,
sand, hand; at, sat, rat, etc.)
5.17 identify local
environmental print such as
graphics, symbols and signs

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
o Sequencing: Create a story
board of story sequence. Teacher
makes note of the sequence and detail.
Assessing Word Solving:
 Teacher listens to learner read
instructional level text and
notes which sources of
information the learner uses
o meaning clues,
o grammar clues
o phonics clues
Simple phonics assessment
 Show the learner individual
letter cards; ask the learner to
name the letter and say the
sound and link to a known
word; record the results.
Letter

Name

Sound

Word

 Observe learners manipulate
magnetic letters to:
o create words
o isolate letter sounds in
words

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

 Teach learners to use reading comprehension
strategies before, during, and after reading to
understand texts, initially with support and direction.
After each lesson assign a reading response, such as
the samples below. See RESOURCES and
MATERIALS section for more examples.
Comprehension Strategies include:
o activating prior knowledge by brainstorming about
the cover, title page, or topic;
o visualize a character or scene in a text
o retelling the story or restating information from the
text
o making simple inferences
o connecting ideas in text; adding them to their own
knowledge and experience, to other familiar texts,
and to the world around them.
o using picture cues to support understanding
o sequencing event
o making predictions about what a text might be about
or what might happen next
o identifying cause and effect relationship in text or
situation
The picture can't be displayed.
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CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

o substitute initial
sounds in word
families

Learner self-assessment:
o Word solving strategies:
Checking

Did I look at the first
letters?
Did I look at the picture?
Did I think about what
makes sense?
Did I read on to the end of
the sentence?
Did I go back and try again?
Did I ask a friend for help?
Does everything make sense
now?

Y

N

From Scholastic Five Minute Reading Responses
/www.scholastic.com/teachers/blog-posts/genia-connell/five-minute-readingresponses/

 Integrate comprehension strategies with other subject
areas:
o Use science experiments to provide opportunities for
learners to make predictions, explain why, problem
solve, etc.
o Brainstorm before, during and after a science, HFLE
or social studies concept is read about
o Create Cloze passages for science, social studies and
mathematics vocabulary; for example:
-A shape with 3 sides is _____________________
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SPECIFIC
CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
o Reading fluency

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
-The bud on a plant grows into a l______ or a
fl__________.
Phonemic Awareness:
See USEFUL CONTENT section for information about the
developmental progression of phonemic awareness.
 Search for Guyana Children’s books to find
meaningful words to teach phonemic awareness. For
example: The poems in Asana and the Animals can
be used to teach rhyme, the animal names used to
teach initial letter sounds, and sight words can be
located.

Feedback
 When providing feedback to
learners, be specific. Show the
learner what he has done well,
then tell the learner what he is
ready to learn next.

o Isolated Sound Recognition: Rather than using
purchased alphabet charts, co-create a classroom
alphabet by searching for local items to anchor each
letter ( G g guava). See USEFUL CONTENT
section for information
o Teacher connects the initial sounds of words in the
learners’ Home Language(s) to words in Standard
English
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CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
o Teacher chooses a sentence from a story and writes
it on chart paper. Teacher reads the sentence on
chart paper and asks the learner to find:
- a specific word
- a letter
- a capital letter
- a full stop
o Sound Deletion: Teachers point to objects/pictures
that are compound words, and demonstrate how
each word can be said with a part missing. For
instance, by saying “seesaw” without the “saw,” or
saying “hotdog” without the “dog.”
o Learners create a personal dictionary and add
words as they come up in stories and
conversation. Learners share their dictionaries
with a peer to compare and add words.
Phonics Instruction: Use a combination of embedded, analogy
and analytic phonics instruction methods. See USEFUL
CONTENT section.
 Link the vocabulary of social studies, science,
mathematics and HFLE to lessons in word solving:
how many syllables in river? See USEFUL
CONTENT section for more information
o Choose a learner’s name, a word from a story, an
animal name, etc., and demonstrate how to look at
the letters and make the sounds.
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INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
o Cut 2 pieces of paper to act as “curtains”
Demonstrate how to look for little words in big
words by covering all but the little word with each
“curtain”.
o Demonstrate how sounding out works best if you
think about what would make sense in the sentence.
“There are lots of flowers in the g______________.
o Use magnetic letters or the white board to
demonstrate: you know band, if we take off the /b/
we have
?. If we add an s to and, we have
?
o Dramatise sound/letter substation by acting out the
activity above.
o Embed word solving activities in daily reading
activities. Create a Tricky Word of the Day chart and
invite learners to use a variety of strategies to solve
the tricky word:
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CURRICULUM
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INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

From: https://chartchums.wordpress.com/2012/11/10/vocabulary-visuals-using-chartsto-help-make-words-sti

USEFUL CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER
Reading and Viewing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners read a range of print, digital and visual texts within the range of the Emergent and
Beginning Early Stage with fluency, accuracy, and understanding. Learners’ interest and pleasure in reading is developed as they learn to read a
variety of Emergent to Early Stage genres and text forms as they engage with and browse increasingly varied text. They continue to develop their use
of a variety of comprehension, word work and language use strategies to work out the meaning of straightforward Emergent to Early Stage texts,
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words, sentences and text features. They respond to new vocabulary in text as an opportunity to learn. They become more aware of how to use
fluency to assist comprehension. They are learning how to search beyond the literal level with critical thought.
What is Reading? Reading is a strategic problem solving process of constructing meaning by interacting with text.
Readers are strategic; they use their previous knowledge along with clues from the text to construct meaning.
Learners need opportunities to move and experience learning from different places. Set up the classroom into learning spaces and provide
opportunities throughout the day for learners to work in small groups, individually, etc. Setting up Grade One Literacy Centres:
https://learningattheprimarypond.com/centres/learning-at-the-primary-pond-literacy-centres-kindergarten-first-second-grade/
Readers Workshop: See the Guyana Curriculum Introduction for more information.
Developmental reading: Levels of text difficulty: As learners learn to read, they pass through the Emergent, Early, Transitional and Proficient (or
Fluent) stages of reading. Each stage reflects several levels of reading difficulty and each level presents new challenges. The Fountas and Pinnell Text
Level Descriptions http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/corneliusES/Documents/Fountas-Pinnell Guided Reading Text Level Descriptions.pdf provide
teachers with an understanding of the factors that describe each level of text difficulty
Phonemic Awareness: The schematic below provides a developmental progression of phonemic awareness. The learners achieve these benchmarks
at different times, so teachers plan developmentally appropriate lessons that enable the learners to move from phonemic awareness to phonics as they
learn to word solve efficiently and independently. Based on their background knowledge about sound symbol interactions, some learners benefit
from letter by letter instruction, and some go right to chunking syllables.
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https://s.smore.com/u/1dc214ead730865cb653bfaf68006ebd.jpg

Phonics Instruction: While learning letter names and letter sounds is an important part of learning to read, past practices are now called into
question. Teachers must be willing to reflect on past practices and investigate more learner responsive, engaging and inclusive methods. For example,
the International Literacy Association notes:
Presenting letters sequentially, week by week, results in some learners spending months unnecessarily reviewing letters they already know. Still other learners are introduced to
letters at a slow pace, disconnected from continuous text with few opportunities for practical application, and may forget the letters learned weeks ago. As Reutzel (2015)
asserted, “It turns out that teaching alphabet knowledge to young children, something that ostensibly seems easy to teach in the minds of many laypersons and even other K–12
educators, is actually quite a complex, abstract task for young children to achieve. (p. 16) Indeed, we know far less about which particular teaching strategies are most effective in
building learners’ letter knowledge, but we do know that contrived scripts and fixed instructional sequences inhibit letter‐learning efficiency” (McKay & Teale, 2015). For
more information and teaching examples, visit:
https://ila.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/trtr.1768
All areas of literacy instruction should be linked to an engaging anchor text, which includes a book, a story, a poem, a video, a song, or a piece of
artwork, etc. Example: Teacher reads a story in a big book or on chart paper and chooses a few words that are easily segmented. As the teacher reads
the book aloud, s/he pauses at each word that can be segmented. With a small piece or pieces of paper (referred to as a curtain), s/he stops reading,
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points to the word, isolates each “chunk” with the curtain(s) and demonstrates the segmenting/blending process. After the story is over, these words
are revisited and the other words, even learner names or objects in the classroom are segmented and blended.
Types of phonics instruction include:
Embedded phonics: Teaching learners phonics skills by embedding phonics instruction in text reading. This strategy ensures phonics is connected to
meaningful text.
Analogy phonics: Teaching learners unfamiliar words by analogy to known words (e.g., recognizing that the rime segment of an unfamiliar word is
identical to that of a familiar word, and then blending the known rime with the new word onset, such as reading brick by recognizing that -ick is
contained in the known word kick, or reading stump by analogy to jump).
Analytic phonics: Teaching learners to analyse letter-sound relations in previously learned words to avoid pronouncing sounds in isolation.
INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
Reading comprehension, vocabulary, grammar and word solving activities are available at:
• Jennifer Saravello’s Reading Strategies, distributed to Guyana Elementary Schools. Visit https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/blogposts/genia-connell/five-minute-reading-responses/ for an overview
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Reading Response Activity Sheets: http://bpsassets.weebly.com/uploads/9/9/3/2/9932784/justright_reading_response_activity_sheets_for_young_learners_.pdf

Scholastic Five Minute Reading Responses https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/blog-posts/genia-connell/five-minute-reading-responses/
Phonemic Awareness activities is: http://www.mrsjudyaraujo.com/phonemic-awareness-for-prek-k-and-1/
Phonics instruction activities is: https://learningattheprimarypond.com/blog/best-practices-in-phonics-instruction-for-kindergarten-firstsecond-grade/
Samples of rhyming books https://www.themeasuredmom.com/best-rhyming-books-for-kids-ages-5-8/
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Strand: READING AND VIEWING ELO 6
Reading and Viewing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners read a range of print, digital and visual texts within the range of the Emergent and
Beginning Early Stage with fluency, accuracy, and understanding. Learners’ interest and pleasure in reading is developed as they learn to read a
variety of Emergent to Early Stage genres and text forms as they engage with and browse increasingly varied text. They continue to develop their use
of a variety of comprehension, word work and language use strategies to work out the meaning of straightforward Emergent to Early Stage texts,
words, sentences and text features. They respond to new vocabulary in text as an opportunity to learn. They become more aware of how to use
fluency to assist comprehension. They are learning how to search beyond the literal level with critical thought.
Essential Learning Outcome 6: Learners will develop their understanding of how language, genre, text form, text features and style influence
the meaning of text and define the author’s craft.
SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
Learners will:
Understand how language, genre,
text form, text features and style
influence meaning
6.1 interact with fiction and nonfiction text, poems, cartoons, local
signs and other environmental print
(signs, posters, etc.) to become
familiar with the different ways text
can be presented
6.2 identify and describe the
characteristics of a few simple text
forms, such as fiction and nonfiction

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Note to Teacher:
In grade one, not all learners will be able to
read questions on an assignment, so provide
the option of a performance assessment or an
oral assessment.
Teacher Assessment of Learner
Learning
Sample performance and oral
assessment opportunities include:
 Observe learner follow a
simple set of written
instructions to build a block
structure.

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Note to Teacher: ELO 6 provides learners with opportunities to
learn about a variety of genres. While the Primary grades often focus on
fiction, many learners prefer nonfiction. To ensure all learners see
themselves and their interests in text, use the information gathered about
learner interests in ELO 4 and use this information to choose anchor
texts to introduce a lesson.
Understand how language, genre, text form, text features
and style influence meaning
 Learners in grade one often enjoy engaging in an
Author Study by reading many stories by the same
author. Gather online stories or hard copy books by
the same author and note similarities.

 Oral assessment: Respond to
questions about the meaning
of information in a text
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
and graphic texts such as a calendar
and informational texts

Use text form, features and style
6.3 identify simple organisational
patterns in texts, such as signal words
(first, second, then and finally) help to
identify time order or sequence)
6.4 identify basic text features (title,
author, table of contents, pictures,
book blurb, etc.) with guidance and
explain how they help readers
understand texts
6.5 talk about similarities of text
written by the same author or
illustrated by the same illustrator.

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
feature such as a text box, a
simple chart, or a graph
 Use charts created in science,
social studies and
mathematics class as a tool to
assess how well learners can
find information presented in
chart format.
Cooperative Group assessment:
 Participate in a Table of
Contents Scavenger Hunt.
Ask groups of learners to
keep track of what
information was found on
each page. Peers check results.
 When providing learner
feedback, be specific. Show
the learner what he has done
well, then tell the learner what
he is ready to learn next.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
For example: Yolanda Marshall

Ezra Jack Keats

 The Multi Flow Map below provides a central space
for an author’s name. The cells around it are used to
record favourite sentences, words, or images from the
text.
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INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
 After reading several books by
the same author, small groups
of learners complete a poster
such as the following:
Author

Titles

Best
parts

Our
pictures

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Compare the types of illustrations found in fiction
and nonfiction. Develop art lessons that teach learners
how to draw simple stick figures, animal shapes, tissue
paper collages, clay characters, etc. Photograph this
art work and use it as the cover for a story written in
Writers’ Workshop. (ELO 7, 8 ,9)
Use text form, features and style
 Draw learners’ attention to how information can be
presented in different ways. For example, have
conversations about:
o the purpose of pictures, the purpose of the use of
speech bubbles
o the use of colour (this activity leads to interesting
conversations that link to critical thinking about why
“girl things” are often pink and “boy things” are often
blue or darker colours)
o the purpose and how to use text features such as text
boxes, glossary, charts, maps, etc.
o how the back cover book blurb provides a summary
of the story in the book
 Begin the year with a “Reading the Environment”
activity. Over several days, visit places in the school,
the playground and the community. Gather pictures
of words found. Co-create an illustrated classroom
poster with learner illustrations beside each word.
 During map studies in Social Studies, teach the basic
icons of map legends and co-create a school map.
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INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 When examining local signs, discuss how so much
information is shared in so few words and/or a
picture. For example if you see the letters KFC where
does your mind go? If you see a large C- Churches. R
- Royal Castle, C-Courts, D- Digicel
 Post a calendar and teach learners how to find the
date, the day, tomorrow, yesterday, etc.
 Demonstrate how to use common text features, such
as speech bubble, to represent the diversity of
languages.
How many different ways can we say good morning?

 Construct a graphic response to a story or poem:
o choose a face from a selection of faces (e.g.,
happy, sad, neutral) to represent feelings about
a print and/or digital text
o create a storyboard of story events
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USEFUL CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER
Reading and Viewing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners read a range of print, digital and visual texts within the range of the Emergent
and Beginning Early Stage with fluency, accuracy, and understanding. Learners’ interest and pleasure in reading is developed as they learn to
read a variety of Emergent to Early Stage genres and text forms as they engage with and browse increasingly varied text. They continue to
develop their use of a variety of comprehension, word work and language use strategies to work out the meaning of straightforward Emergent
to Early Stage texts, words, sentences and text features. They respond to new vocabulary in text as an opportunity to learn. They become more
aware of how to use fluency to assist comprehension. They are learning how to search beyond the literal level with critical thought.
Informational Text: It is nonfiction, written primarily to convey factual information. Informational texts comprise the majority of printed
material adults read (e.g. textbooks, newspapers, reports, directions, brochures, technical manuals, etc.).
Text Features
Text features help the reader make sense of what they are reading and are the building blocks for text structure. Text features go
hand-in-hand with comprehension. Text features also help readers determine what is important to the text and to them. Struggling
readers tend to skip over many of the text features provided within a text. To help readers understand their importance, take some
time before reading to look through the photographs/illustrations, charts, graphs, or maps and talk about what you notice. Make
some predictions about what they will learn or start a list of questions they have based off of the text features.
Common Text Features
Captions: These help you better understand a picture or photograph
Glossary: This feature helps you define words that are in the book
Graphics: Charts, graphs, or cutaways are used to help you understand what the author is trying to tell you
Illustrations/Photographs: These help you to know exactly what something looks like
Labels: These help you identify a picture or a photograph and its parts
Maps: These help you to understand where places are in the world
Special Print: The feature helps you to understand that when a word is bold, in italics, or underlined, it is an importa nt word for
you to know
Table of Contents: This feature helps you identify key topics in the book in the order they are presented
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USEFUL CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER
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INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
Author study
The Author Study Toolkit http://www.readingrockets.org/content/pdfs/authortoolkit_rr.pdf
Nonfiction Author Study: https://podcasts.shelbyed.k12.al.us/acutchen/files/2013/11/nonfiction-author-studies.pdf
Online Sources for integrating story books with other subject areas
Many resources that extend the use of a specific book are available online. For example: The Salamander Room Integration Guide provides a
wealth of information about how to integrate fiction and nonfiction.
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STRAND: WRITING AND REPRESENTING ELO 7
Purpose of Language Arts: Language is the foundation of communication and the primary instrument of thought. The study of Language Arts provides access to multiple
and inter-related oral, aural, written, and visual ways of representing, exploring, problem solving, communicating and sharing meaning. Through listening, speaking, writing,
reading, viewing and representing a wide range of text and text form, the learner develops an awareness of culture, personal identity, and the strategies needed to reflect critically
on thought and action.
Writing and Representing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners use a combination of home language(s) and English to share their ideas in writing. Learners work
individually and in small groups to identify a topic and an audience, then use a variety of resources and strategies to develop ideas. They participate in the plan, draft, revise, edit and
share cycle of Writers’ Workshop. While approximations of spelling are still evident, they spell more high frequency words correctly and further develop their use of sound symbol
strategies, word structures and word meanings to spell unfamiliar words. They experiment with writing simple sentences in a variety of genres and formats. They continue to
develop a legible and efficient style of printing.
Essential Learning Outcome 7: Learners will generate, gather and organize thoughts to explore, clarify, and reflect on thoughts, feelings, and
experiences as they write or represent independently and collaboratively, for a range of audiences and purposes.
SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
Learners will:
Participate in Drafting Time to
generate, gather and organize
thoughts to explore, clarify,
and reflect

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Note to Teacher: ELO 7 provides an
opportunity for integrating ELOs 1,2,3.
There are lots of opportunities to talk about
ideas, develop cooperative learning strategies
with peers. See USEFUL CONTENT
section for additional information.

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

Note to Teacher: Throughout the day, in all subject areas, provide
multiple opportunities for learners to create meaningful written language as
they reflect, respond and use written language. Be aware that Grade One
learners have widely varying developmental levels in all areas of writing; some
Grade one learners will be scribbling, while others will be writing full
descriptive sentences, so assess and differentiate instruction according to
7.1 develop confidence in sharing
accomplishments.
ideas with peers and teacher
Teacher Observation of Learner
ELO 7 is focused on developing ideas and creating a first draft. As this
point, spelling, punctuation and tidiness are not the focus.
Learning
7.2 develop an understanding that
A list of genres introduced and developed at each grade level is available in
these words and ideas can be
 Use a conversational tone as you the USEFUL CONTENT section.
shared through writing
Generate, gather and organize thoughts to explore, clarify,
observe a learner gathering
ideas. There is no need to make and reflect:
7.3 generate ideas from a variety
written comments at this stage
of sources through brainstorming,
of writing. As the idea
drawing and activities.
generating and drafting process
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
7.4 develop content to support
ideas for writing in a variety of
ways.
7.5 begin to organise ideas and
information for their writing in a
variety of ways, including initial
drawings, labelled diagrams and
simple sentences
7.6 develop comfort using first
draft to get ideas down on paper
7.7 understand that first drafts
may have mistakes, but it is
important to try
7.8 understand that opportunities
to revise and edit their work
come after the first draft of ideas

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
evolves, have mini conferences
with each learner and ask
questions such as:
- Can you tell me about your
picture (object, interest)?
- What is really special about
it?
- Where do you find (play
with, use) this?
- What’s the first (second,
third) thing you do?
- What else can you tell me
about this?
 Provide learners with an Exit
Slip to write what they have
learned in science, social
studies or mathematics. This
activity provides evidence of
learning and an opportunity
for the learner to use writing
to share information.
Exit slips can be posted on a
“Today we learned” poster.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Every writing experience should begin with a meaningful
anchor such as conversations about viewing a video,
going for a walk, listening to a piece of music, listening
to a story, about learning in another subject area etc.
Build on oral and aural language activities in ELO 1,2,3 o
generate ideas for writing. For example, provide learners
with illustrations or photos about local events, flora and
fauna, sports, etc.
 Provide learners with chalk and schedule time for
drawing and story writing on the pavement in the school
yard
 Provide learners with some clay. As they mould the clay,
ask them to quietly share their thinking as they create an
object. These shared thoughts will assist their writing
 Use Cooperative Learning Strategies such as Circle Chat
and Four Corners to foster interaction and generate
ideas for writing.
 Encourage learners to create a sketch or labelled drawing
before writing; the drawing is a good reference to
develop ideas.
 Provide learners with a blank brainstorm on a topic of
their choice and paper to generate ideas from the
brainstorm
 Choose a topic from Science, Social Studies, HFLE and
Physical Education to write about.
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INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

Name:

Today I learned about:

Peer Assessment
 Peer assessment questions
include:
- What are you writing about?
- Will you read me your story?
- How do you figure out how
to spell tricky words?
Learner Self-Assessment:
 Each learner should have a
learner writing notebook to
keep all stages of writing in
place. This allows the learner
and the teacher to see
progress. See USEFUL
CONTENT for a sample.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Create story developing games such as:

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjUiejLuY
LjAhWBiOAKHde0C0sQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinterest.c
om%2Fpin%2F64598575885911144%2F&psig=AOvVaw0BpI48SqZrsYQvXVN0c
7Oj&ust=1561477060679694

Note: Some learners will not be able to read the words,
so replace words with images.

 After the opportunities to develop ideas, encourage
learners to put their ideas on paper. At this stage,
spelling and tidiness is less important than the learner
developing a comfort level using what he knows. Assure
each learner that you will teach them how to develop
their writing.
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INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
 Inside the Writer’s
Notebook, include some
simple learner self
assessment checklists; for
example:

Feedback:
 Be cautious about posting
learner writing. Allow
learners to go through their
portfolio and choose the
writing they want to post on
the wall.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Create a “Have-a-go” sheet in each learner’s Writing
Notebook. Demonstrate how to try unknown spelling
son this sheet. Provide learners with pictures of common
objects and ask them to “Have-a-go” at spelling the
names of object in the pictures
 Engage the learners in Interactive Writing (see USEFUL
CONTENT SECTION) to co-write a letter to a local
school or another class within their school. Encourage
the learners in the receiving school/class to respond and
set up pen pals to share letters and stories.
 introduce learner use of other genres: simple poetry,
writing lists, creating charts, how to, books of facts, etc.
 Use a story Board Prompt for Expository Writing
About making cassava bread, achar, chota, conkie

 When providing learner
feedback, be specific. Show
the learner what he has done
well, then tell the learner
what he is ready to learn
next.
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USEFUL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE FOR THE TEACHER
Writing and Representing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners use a combination of home language(s) and English to share their ideas in
writing. Learners work individually and in small groups to identify a topic and an audience, then use a variety of resources and strategies to develop
ideas. They participate in the plan, draft, revise, edit and share cycle of Writers’ Workshop. While approximations of spelling are still evident, they
spell more high frequency words correctly and further develop their use of sound symbol strategies, word structure and word meanings to spell
unfamiliar words. They experiment with writing simple sentences in a variety of genres and formats. They continue to develop a legible and
efficient style of printing.
Definitions:
Writing and representing provide a variety of ways to share meaning through print, visual and digital text.
Text refers to the letters of the alphabet, punctuation and spacing used to communicate thoughts and ideas in a readable form.
Environmental Print - copies letters/words from environmental/classroom print, reversals common, uses a variety of resources to facilitate
writing
Professional Reading for Teachers
A Guide to Effective Writing Instruction, Kindergarten to Grade 3 provides an excellent overview of Writing instruction.
http://www.eworkshop.on.ca/edu/resources/guides/guide_writing_%20k_3.pdf

What is Writers’ Workshop? Writing workshop is a learner-centred method for teaching writing that is based on the idea that learners learn to
write best when they write frequently, for extended periods of time, on topics of their own choosing. The phases of Writers’ Workshop include
Sharing Ideas, Drafting, Revising, Editing, Publishing and Presenting. For information about setting up Writers Workshop, go to:
http://www.bcreek.k12.mi.us/sandbox/groups/cww/wiki/welcome/attachments/b0a5c/Writers%20Workshop.pdf?sessionID=917b0b966e8de
592314eea85ed42c47d9c32bd56
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What is Interactive Writing? Interactive Writing is a shared writing experience where the teacher and learners make the writing process visible.
The process involves the sharing of a pen between the teacher and learners. It can be done in a one-on-one private lesson with a learner, or with a
small group of learner. For more information, go to Visit http://www.readingrockets.org/article/interactive-writing for more information and
https://vimeo.com/168991757 (5 minutes)
What are the Traits of Writing?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ideas: The meaning and development of the message (the main message).
Organisation: The internal structure of the piece.
Voice: The way the writer brings the topic to life.
Word Choice: The specific vocabulary the writer uses to convey meaning.
Sentence Fluency: The way the words and phrases flow throughout the text.
Conventions: The mechanical correctness of the piece.
Presentation: The overall appearance of the work
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Grade level Genre Writing Chart from: https://www.slideshare.net/jhinebaugh/glce-genre-chart
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Assessment of Writing:
To assess writing, the teacher must be aware of the developmental stages of writing. More information is available at: Northwestern Illustrated
Writing Rubric http://educationnorthwest.org/sites/default/files/gradesK-2-6pt-rubric.pdf
The Developmental Stages of Writing
In the Primary grades, learners’ writing represents a wide range of expertise. It is important that the teacher provides differentiated instruction for
learners whose writing is at the Emergent Stage as well as learners whose writing is much more developed.
Pre-Literate
Scribble Stage - starting point any place on page, resembles drawing large circular strokes and random marks that do not resemble print or
communicate a message
Symbolic Stage - starting point any place on page, pictures or random strokes/marks with an intended message
Directional Scribble - scribble left to right direction, linear, intended as writing that communicates a meaningful message/idea Symbolic/Mock
Letters - letter-like formations, may resemble letters but it is not intentional, interspersed w/numbers, spacing rarely present
Emergent
Strings of Letters - long strings of various letters in random order, may go left to right, uses letter sequence perhaps from name, usually uses
capital letters, may write same letters in many ways
Groups of letters - groupings of letters with spaces in between to resemble words
Labeling pictures - matching beginning sounds with the letter to label a picture
Transitional Letter
Word Representation - uses first letter sound of word to represent entire word, uses letter sound relationships
First/Last Letter Representation - word represented by first and last letter sound
Medial Letter Sounds - words spelled phonetically using BME sounds, attempts medial vowels, uses some known words, more conventionally
spelled words, one letter may represent one syllable, attempts to use word spacing, writing is readable
Fluent Beginning
Phrase Writing - using all of the above skills to construct phrases that convey a message connected to their illustration
Sentence Writing - construction of words into sentence formation, maybe multiple sentences, writing is readable, may use punctuation, known
words spelled correctly, topic focused, BME with detail
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INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
For a list of Guyanese children’s authors, go to: https://www.fantasticfiction.com/countries/guyana.htm
For additional information about Writers’ Workshop, go to:
http://www.bcreek.k12.mi.us/sandbox/groups/cww/wiki/welcome/attachments/b0a5c/Writers%20Workshop.pdf?sessionID=917b0b966e8
de592314eea85ed42c47d9c32bd56
Content to support learner writing to be placed in a Learner Writing Portfolio:






Blank paper for brainstorming
Self-assessment rubric
Thinking questions to provide ideas to write about
Revising and editing checklist
Lined or blank paper for writing

Writing Centres:





Place objects from nature on the writing centre table and pictures on the wall to serve as prompts to begin discussions about ideas for
writing. Change items used for prompts regularly
Some children are overwhelmed by the size of an 81/2 x11 page. Provide learners with half sheets or quarter sheets; for the reluctant
writer. The task of filling up the space seems less daunting.
Provide a range of pencils and markers so children can experiment with letter formation, drawing, etc.
Have magnetic letters, magnetic boards, clay, etc. available for opportunities to create words, explore sounds, etc.
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STRAND: WRITING AND REPRESENTING ELO 8
Writing and Representing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners use a combination of home language(s) and English to share their ideas in writing.
Learners work individually and in small groups to identify a topic and an audience, then use a variety of resources and strategies to develop ideas.
They participate in the plan, draft, revise, edit and share cycle of Writers’ Workshop. While approximations of spelling are still evident, they spell more
high frequency words correctly and further develop their use of sound symbol strategies, word structure and word meanings to spell unfamiliar words.
They experiment with writing simple sentences in a variety of genres and formats. They continue to develop a legible and efficient style of printing.
Essential Learning Outcome 8: Learners will revise their writing/representation, collaboratively and independently using a variety of
information, literacy and graphic forms and stylistic elements appropriate for the purpose and audience.
SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
Learners will:
Revise:
8.1 use Writing Workshop time to
learn how to revise writing for:
o Ideas
o Organisation
o Sentence fluency
o Word choice
8.2 begin to share writing with a
peer to respond to questions and
suggestions from peers and teacher
to add details to strengthen writing
8.3 demonstrate how to support
main idea by developing ideas
8.4 demonstrate awareness of how
to organize ideas meaningfully

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Note to Teacher: Learning to write is a
process. If there is too much focus placed on
correctness, learners will lose their creativity
and willingness to explore how language
works.
Teacher Observation of Learner
Learning
 Observe learner assemble
story boards in sequential
order.
Peer assessment
 Throughout the drafting and
revising, schedule time for
learners to share their work
and receive feedback from
peers.
 Schedule Author’s Chair

http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/ieptli
brary/documents/en/is/author's_chair.pdf

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Note to Teacher: ELO 8 is focused on revising the ideas,
organisation, word choice and sentence fluency of the first draft.
Lessons should follow the routine for Writing Workshop that is
described in the Guyana Curriculum introduction
Revising:
In the Learner’s Writing portfolio, keep a copy of all drafts
and revisions.
 Share a first draft of a piece of your own writing
with the class. Model a Think Aloud as you revise
your own writing composition. Guide learners
thinking about how it could be better organised
using a simple story organizer to sequence their
words and ideas.
 Draw a four or five rung ladder on a chart.
Demonstrate how to organize a story by writing each
event on a ladder rung.
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
8.5 begin to experiment with
different types of sentences
8.6 begin to experiment with word
choice
8.7 review and improve writing tasks
based on feedback.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
 so learners can share their
ideas and drafts with peers

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

Learner Self-Assessment
 Writing Rubrics for revising and
editing: See USEFUL
CONTENT section
 Encourage learners to review
their own writing and ask:

What is my story about?
Do I have a beginning, middle and
end?
Are my words interesting?
Can I make my story better?

 Demonstrate how it is not necessary to erase. In a
draft, it is okay to cross out some sections of text
and make changes above or below.

 Provide learners with a
rubric that provides them
with information about
when to ask for help. For
example
????

??

?

I don’t
get it
at all

I need
just a
little
help

I need
to
practice
more


I’m
ready
for the
next
step

 Use regular Interactive Writing Sessions (see
USEFUL CONTENT, ELO 7) to co-construct
stories, charts, letters, etc. that highlight a specific
topic such as:
o Organisation of ideas
o Types of sentences (statement, question,
exclamation)
o Word Choice
 Demonstrate how to use story retelling frames to
model organised writing
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES

Feedback
The feedback for ELO 8 is focussed
on the content, not the accuracy.
Comment and provide suggestions
for the following: Ideas,
Organisation, Sentence Fluency and
Word Choice.
When providing learner feedback,
be specific. Show the learner what
he has done well, then tell the
learner what he is ready to learn
next.

 Invite local authors, or learners from older grades,
to visit the classroom, read their work and talk about
how they write and revise
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Schedule Author’s Chair (see INCLUSIVE
RESOURCES AND MATERIALS section )
sessions so learners are able to share their first drafts
and ask for suggestions from other learners.
 Connect Writing Workshop to the ELOs for
Reading, viewing, speaking and listening by pointing
out interesting words, sentences, etc. that are
encountered in stories and conversations.
 Continue to use the classroom Word Wall in flexible
ways to display, discuss and teach about:
o frequently used words (Home Language and
Standard English)
o high interest words (sports, food, games, etc.)
o sight words
o opposites and similar meanings
 Invite learners to share phrases showing excitement
and demonstrate how these can be used in their
writing.
 Introduce character sketches used to give an insight
about the characters in the story, See RESOURCES
and MATERIALS section
 Provide an opportunity for the learners to work in
small groups to co-revise the story to ensure the
ideas are organised.
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GRADE 1

USEFUL CONTENT FOR TEACHERS
Writing and Representing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners use a combination of home language(s) and English to share their ideas
in writing. Learners work individually and in small groups to identify a topic and an audience, then use a variety of resources and strategies
to develop ideas. They participate in the plan, draft, revise, edit and share cycle of Writers’ Workshop. While approximations of spelling are
still evident, they spell more high frequency words correctly and further develop their use of sound symbol strategies, word structure and
word meanings to spell unfamiliar words. They experiment with writing simple sentences in a variety of genres and formats. They
continue to develop a legible and efficient style of printing.
Professional Reading for teachers: The online writings of Lucy Calkins , Stephanie Harvey, Harvey Daniels and Regie Routman are
useful professional guides for teachers establishing Writers’ Workshop.
Information and videos about Revising http://www.readingrockets.org/strategies/revision
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GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIAL
Ontario Guide to Effective Writing http://www.eworkshop.on.ca/edu/resources/guides/guide_writing_%20k_3.pdf
How to Differentiate Writing Instruction https://learningattheprimarypond.com/blog/how-to-differentiate-writing-instruction-in-k-2/
Grade One Writing Lesson Plans for Grade One Writinghttps://www.education.com/lesson-plans/first-grade/ela/writing/
Template for Character Study:
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GRADE 1

STRAND: WRITING AND REPRESENTING ELO 9
Writing and Representing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners use a combination of home language(s) and English to share their ideas in writing.
Learners work individually and in small groups to identify a topic and an audience, then use a variety of resources and strategies to develop ideas.
They participate in the plan, draft, revise, edit and share cycle of Writers’ Workshop. While approximations of spelling are still evident, they spell more
high frequency words correctly and further develop their use of sound symbol strategies, word structure and word meanings to spell unfamiliar words.
They experiment with writing simple sentences in a variety of genres and formats. They continue to develop a legible and efficient style of printing.
Essential Learning Outcome 9: Learners will use their knowledge of spoken language, written language and writing conventions to refine
precision and enhance meaning and clarity of written work.
SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
Learners will:
Participate in Writers Workshop
Time to Edit to:

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
Note to Teacher: Ensure writing
notebooks entries are dated and
analysed for progress and next steps.

9.1 develop more precision with
Grade one spelling words

Teacher Observation of
Learner Learning

9.2 apply the lessons in phonological
awareness and phonics to refine
spelling

 For analysis of learner
spelling progress, spelling
search for: Essential Spelling
Checklist and Words Their
Way Checklist
(See USEFUL CONTENT
Section)

9.3 independently check the Word
Wall or personal dictionary
9.4 understand that not all Grade One
spelling must be perfect; attempt to
spell some unfamiliar words using a
variety of strategies that involve

 Continue to use
Northwestern Illustrated
Writing Rubric K-2 to

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Note to Teacher: For learners with visual impairments, provide access to
large font text on worksheets. When available, provide time for learners to
experiment with writing on the computer.
ELO 9 focusses on editing and creating the final draft. While more
correctness is expected, do not expect Grade one learners to be able to create
perfect writing. Allow experimentation and encourage learners to learn from
these attempts.
Editing: Spelling and Word Study
 Provide learners with a self-editing checklist to place in
their portfolio
 Apply lessons learned in phonics and sight word
instruction (ELO 5) to spelling instruction.
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES
understanding sound-symbol
relationships, segmenting, and word
meanings
9.5 develop an understanding of
correct capitalization (names and
sentence beginnings)
9.6 develop an understanding of basic
punctuation (full stops, question
marks, exclamation marks)
Participate in Writers Workshop
Time to Publish:
9.7 use some appropriate elements of
effective presentation in the finished
product, such as pictures, different
fonts, and colour
9.8 produce and share pieces of
published work
9.9 begin to experiment with fonts in
digital text

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
compare individual learner
writing to grade level
expectations
 Learner Self-Assessment:
Learner Checklist for
Conventions,
CPST:
Convention:
C: Capitals in place
S: Spaces between words
P: Punctuation in place
Tidy: Printing is the best
I can do

Yes/ No

 Provide opportunities for
self-assessment: Create
learner self-assessment
rubrics that ask

Can I read it?
Does it sound right”?
Does it make sense?
Is my spelling getting better?
Are my word wall words spelled
correctly?

Feedback
 Collect samples from learner
writing notebooks to
demonstrate what the learner
knew then and what they
know now.

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Provide explicit instruction in spelling, using word
patterns and spelling patterns from words in their oral
language, content area words, etc. Words from learner
stories and/or read aloud stories may be useful.
 Create “blending bracelets” for Cooperative discovery of
how use build words. (see RESOURCES AND
MATERIALS )
 Word Study is an alternate to traditional spelling
instruction. Word study includes:
o Say the word slowly and listen for the sounds you hear
(initial sound, middle sound, final sound). Use an elastic
band to demonstrate how to stretch out a word.
o Say the word slowly and listen for any parts you know (br
in bring)
o Clap the syllables and write letters for each part you hear
o Use a rhyming word (rain to train)
o Use word families to spell related words
o Try spelling a word on a “give it a go” page to see if it
looks right
o Use classroom charts, word walls, books, etc. to search for
spelling
For more information about word study, see USEFUL
CONTENT section
 Create spelling games to make word study an interactive
and cooperative experience. See RESOURCES AND
MATERIALS section.
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES
 When providing learner
feedback, be specific. Show
the learner what he has done
well, then tell the learner
what he is ready to learn
next.

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Set up Making Words activities in the literacy centre (see
USEFUL CONTENT section).
 Use classroom texts, charts, signs etc. to demonstrate
how to authors create stories that can be read and enjoyed
by others (title, illustrations, word choice, tidiness,
punctuation, spelling etc.).
If computers or tablets are available, demonstrate how the spell
check function alerts the writer to errors.
 Teacher and Learners co-construct classroom charts
about drafting, revising and editing.
Can I read it?
Does it sound right”?
Does it make sense?
Is my spelling getting better?
Are my word wall words spelled correctly?

 If technology is available, provide opportunities for
learner to experiment with a variety of fonts, inserting
images, etc.
 Refer to Speaking and Listening lessons about using
descriptive language in writing.
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
 Choose words from a Read Aloud story and create a
Making Words activity. See RESOURCES AND
MATERIALS section.
 During Teacher Read Aloud of a Big Book, pause to point
out punctuation, capital letters, interesting word choices,
descriptive words etc.
 Do a neighborhood or hallway walk and search for capital
letters, punctuation, etc.
 Share samples of writing to demonstrate how to notice
and correct errors
 With learner permission, type or scan learner stories and
display on whiteboard. Share evidence of good attempts at
spelling, tidy letter formation, use of punctuation, etc.
 Provide instruction about how to notice what is correct
and how to notice and attempt to correct errors
 Play, “Can you say it another way?” Write a simple
sentence on the board and encourage children to suggest
synonyms, adjectives, etc.
Time To Publish
 Share different book formats with learners:
o Mini books: Cut a sheet of paper into quarters and
staple together. Learners will feel more successful
filling small spaces.
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SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
OUTCOMES

INCLUSIVE ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

GRADE 1

INCLUSIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
o Use a cube template from mathematics. Learners
number each section and write or illustrate each
section with part of a story
o Create Powerpoint stories
 Introduce learners to technology that provides new ways
to present written work (font changes, insertion of
illustration, etc.
 Encourage regular sharing of writing among peers
(Author’s Chair) and community members (Writing
Celebrations)

USEFUL CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER
Writing and Representing Guidelines for Grade One: Learners use a combination of home language(s) and English to share their ideas in
writing. Learners work individually and in small groups to identify a topic and an audience, then use a variety of resources and strategies to
develop ideas. They participate in the plan, draft, revise, edit and share cycle of Writers’ Workshop. While approximations of spelling are still
evident, they spell more high frequency words correctly and further develop their use of sound symbol strategies, word structure and word
meanings to spell unfamiliar words. They experiment with writing simple sentences in a variety of genres and formats. They continue to
develop a legible and efficient style of printing.
ELO 9 is focused on correctness, but remember that Grade one learners are Emergent writers. Encourage learners to experiment with ideas,
spelling and grammar. Each time a learner tries, he or she is learning more about how our language works. In grade one, with time, lots of
practice and feedback, learner writing will start to become more accurate. To develop a love of writing, focus on content and exploration.
Word Study as an alternate to traditional spelling instruction http://www.readingrockets.org/article/word-study-instruction-k-2-classroom
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GRADE 1

Qualitative Spelling Checklist http://pdtoolkit.wtw5e.pearsoncmg.com/sites/default/files/Qualitative%20Spelling%20Checklist.pdf
Essential Spelling Checklist https://www.kns.school.nz/files/1ac8051de911005f/folders/3/Essential_Word_Lists.pdf

INCLUSIVE RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
Manipulatives for Word Games:
http://files5.pdesas.org/018001103251069042242106152232104188251026080201/Download.ashx?hash=2.2
Making Words Activities https://www.teachhub.com/all-about-making-words-strategy
Words Their Way ELL Resource http://www.elltoolbox.com/words-their-way.html#.XHcuEdF7mV4
Word Wizards (adapted from Cunningham’s Making Words) http://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/wordwizards-learners-making-150.html?tab=4
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